Construction Log/Narrative/Detailed Design (Revision 2)
This document is published on the web for the information and enjoyment of interested persons
accessing this page. It may not be redistributed, in part or all, without the express permission of the
author/maker.
18 Nov 2015 I published the overview of my design approach and emailed it to my son and several other
friends and engineering associates. It proposes to take a Generation II Prius and modify it into a Light Duty
Truck (LDT). A Gen II seems a better choice than Gen III as those vehicles have a rather pronounced body
rake to them which would be difficult to deal with. The top of the cargo bed is chosen to avoid altering the fuel
filler door and having to slightly modify, but not replace the tail lights. The bottom is determined by the hatch
opening, with the width limited both by the hatch opening width and the space available between the rear
wheel strut towers. The initial analysis of the area to be modified is shown in the illustration below:

20 Nov 2015 I bought a “beat-up” 2005 Prius with
186.4 K miles from TampaHybrids minus any of the
rear seat and interior trim components and minus the
traction battery, for $800. The idea of buying the car
without the battery is an excellent suggestion from
Todd Thompson, owner of TampaHybrids, since the
car will not be usable for several months which might
be a problem for a hybrid battery. In addition, the
battery is likely to cost about $1,000, which is more
than the car. Therefore, if for some reason I abandon
this effort, not much is lost. In addition, this car has
some serious left rear body damage that might be
hard to repair. It does however come with a spare
left front quarter panel and front bumper cover.

According to the CarFax report, this car has been in 4 accidents, one of which was a roll-over. Perfect !! The
idea then is to take this car, develop and implement the modification, and only if that appears to be feasible,
repair the previously existing and remaining body damage.
Sometime in December I will go formally buy it, test drive it, and then drive it home to Tierra Verde using a
loaner traction battery and a dealer license plate. I will delay registering and insuring it.
21 Nov 2015: I Constructed the Accessory storage box out of ½” plywood. I glued and screwed it together.
The accessory storage box is an attempt to reclaim space left empty by removing the rear that falls below the
cargo bed floor. It will have an access hatch which features rubber seals and military style quarter turn latches
to ensure it is waterproof. The figure below illustrates the general side profile of the rear seat/cargo area.
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This drawing is not to scale!
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In retrospect (Rev2) I would have done this differently. The accessory storage box is awkward to get to and
unturn the eight (8) latches. I would make a center compartment that would house the hybrid battery blower
and some circuitry, and then have side panel (through what used to be the rear doors) access to two separate
compartments.
I’m generally
fretting over how
to make the areas
under the truck
bed that require
access guaranteed
waterproof. I don’t
want any water
leaking into the
car’s body,
especially around the traction battery. I developed the solution to that on the morning of 22 November. See
above:
Rev2 comment: in retrospect the water tightness of the under truck bed area has not been much of an issue
due to the use of dual mating rubber seals.

8"

The picture at right shows the candidate “wreck” and
some spare body panels that I got with it from Todd
Thompson.
Wednesday 25 November: My wife and I are on our
way to Waldo Florida for the Thanksgiving Holidays; I
dropped by Tampa Hybrids in Lutz to make final
arrangements. Todd Thompson had installed a
temporary traction battery so before doing any
paperwork, he asked me to go for a test drive. I did,
the car seemed to work fine. Nothing broken other
than the left tail light was burned out and there was no
windshield wiper installed on the Passenger side
which made an awful screeching sound, I went inside
and completed the paperwork. I guess as a member of NADA he is required to charge a dealer fee. Therefore
the price of the car (as a titled but incomplete vehicle) was $401, with a $399 dealer fee. Total $800 plus $56
Florida sales tax. $856 out the door. Go Figure !!
Actually I will pick it up on Monday 30 November
when we are on our way back to Tierra Verde.
However it will not be registered or insured until
later. I had some time to kill, and so did he, so we
removed things that weren’t needed such as rear
seat, seatbacks, seatbelts and retractors and some
side panels. After that I went on a search in his
awesome collection of Prius parts for some
components I needed such as a replacement left
front quarter panel, a front bumper cover, the rear
plastic tray (above the spare tire) and some minor
sundry items. All this had been specified by an
earlier agreement. Todd promised me free rein in
gathering Prius parts I needed (within limits I
suppose) so that was nice of him. I took some
pictures before I headed north, but they don’t do
the car credit. It looks pretty nice in these pix, and
Most of what you see here will be
they don’t reveal the “wrecky” nature of the beast
removed, modified, or relocated
and the permanent scratches on the driver side
window resulting from the roll-over. She is a
!!
veteran of no less than four accidents, including a collision with a deer, and rolling over after departing a paved
road. Wow, I will try to vindicate her sordid past. I should also have taken a picture of the back compartment –
there is nothing there except bare metal floor and sides and a lot of sensors and wiring. That’s the next task,
identifying and either removing sensors/ECUs or moving them into a lower location.
27 November : For the first time in my entire life, I participated in the Black Friday sales rush (the day after
Thanksgiving). Got up at 6:00 am and was at the opening of the Harbor Freight store in Gainesville with my
son and son-in-law, where I bought the 90 amp flux welder, a self-darkening welding helmet, and various and
sundry welding supplies. After a quick trip to Home Depot for some sheet and other metal stock we were
prepared and fully equipped to weld practice pieces. I am not showing my first attempts, but I was trying to
weld sheet metal (26 Gauge) that was way too thin. Such thin metal should probably be brazed. My son

Scott also had a good time practicing and he was doing quite a bit better than I was. He is a very quick
learner.
29 November: I spent a lot of time practicing welding this morning, experimenting with wire feed speed,
different size wire, and stuff like that. The welder came with a manual that has a series of pictures of welds,
ranging from poor to good. Today I am proud to say I graduated to the worst of the “poor” welds, so more
practice is needed. My biggest problem is that once the weld starts, the auto-darkening helmet darkens to
where I can’t see where I am supposed to be welding, But the internet has some suggested fixes for that, so I’ll
try those. It will be difficult to weld the thin sheet metal for the car’s skin as the MIG welder will burn holes in
the thin metal very easily.
30 November: On our way home to Tierra Verde from Waldo, we stopped by Tampa Hybrids to pick up the
candidate 2005 Prius and also to drop off some citrus fruit from Bill Slayton ’s (SIL)citrus orchard. The 2005
Prius was ready to go with a “loaner” battery and a dealer license plate. It ran great on the way to Tierra
Verde, with a surprising 52.2 MPG over the short 38 mile distance (bear in mind this was a
reconditioned/rebalanced Hybrid Battery), and I parked it in the garage for what promises to be an extended
stay.
1 December: I
Started
preliminary
work on
measuring
internal
dimensions,
and identifying
electrical
components
and wiring on the left side of the car. The curtain airbags have to be removed, as they run the entire length of
the passenger compartment on both sides. In addition, the gas cylinder (squib) for that airbag is exactly in the
area where I plan to cut the roof, so I decided to remove them (both sides). The other issue was to determine
if the SRS system would object if I removed the curtain airbag connector from the squib, and sure enough it
does, the SRS warning light stays on. I need to figure out what will make the main SRS Electronics Control
Unit (ECU) happy, maybe a resistor across the two wires connector going to the squib. But even if I cannot fix
it, maybe I can live with the SRS warning light, or maybe remove the source of illumination. Since tomorrow I
will have to return the loaner battery, I took some measurements to determine the correct level of the cargo
bed floor.
Since the oil level was already low and also very dirty, I gave it oil and filter change using synthetic 5W20 oil,
with a new filter, then ran the engine for a few minutes to remove any acidic/dirty oil from the engine. There is
no splash shield under the front of the car, so that will be a later required action to fix.
2 December: I removed the “loaner” hybrid battery and drove to Lutz to return it along with the borrowed
dealer license plate. While there, I picked up some missing trim pieces as well as a jack and its components. I
worked on removing unnecessary components for the remainder of the afternoon,
I have also started an accounting of weights and moments to keep track of the final (modified) weight and
moments. Since this will be constantly changing as I remove and add things, the final Weight and Balance
table is at the conclusion of this article.

/Lesson Learned #1: Once you remove a lot of smooth, rounded plastic trim, you are exposed to a lot of sharp
metal edges. So today I added a box of band aids to my workbench. I also placed a bottle of Hydrogen
peroxide there, not only for disinfecting, but also because the interior is beige cloth, and blood stains will
(did!) really show up. H2O2 will take care of blood stains in a flash. I learned that from my late sister, an MD
and surgeon.
Thursday 3 December: I got up early thing morning to get a
head start on this project and hopefully make some real
progress. Removed the rear door trim panels, but left the
power window switches connected for the time being. I
updated the table of weights and moments -I am doing that to
track items removed and added to the car to make sure the
total weight and Center of Gravity doesn’t go whacko. I think
that may be relevant to the proper operation of the Vehicle
Stability Control (VSC) system. Then I removed the aft 1/3 rd
of the headliner to be able to disconnect the wiring to the lift
gate, which I hope to remove later today. There is a lot of
wiring there that needs to be identified and labeled. Most (but
not all) seems to be related to components in the llift gate such
as rear wiper, “high” brake light, license plate lights etc.. The
wiper will go away along with the rear window defrost, the rest
has to be identified and then re-routed. The other thing I
noted is how beefed up the rear pillars are, which of course is
part of the unibody construction, but will get cut in the
modification process. (See later in this article how I dealt with
that structural issue). T’was after all a productive day. I
removed the lift gate, trial fit the truck bed supports, identified,
labeled, and either removed or relocated wiring to below the
“cut” line on the sides. I removed the right side curtain SRS airbag and squib. Then I did my first
cutting/sawing on the left of the liftgate hatch opening to make it more square, allowing me to prototype the
cargo bed support system.
Friday 4 December: I got an early start and got a lot done today. I unpuzzled more wiring, what to keep,
what to leave where and as it is, and what to remove, hoping the BEAN and the CAN multiplex communication
systems and the related Electronic Control
Units (ECU) do not object to absence of a
removed item. Cut some 2” x 2” angle iron to
be used for supports, and made a support out
of a small piece of angle iron to be bolted to
the seat belt support brackets. For both rear
doors, I removed the glass, and the power
window regulators (actuators). Just for fun, I
took this picture (right) and posted it on
Facebook in which I volunteered to work on
anybody’s car if they wanted me to! Lots of
responses, none very kind. The main
objective of this phase is to identify and label
the many electrical components that are
probably in the way of the (future) cargo bed.

Some need to be removed altogether, others need to be relocated. I need to be very careful here, since
almost all are monitored by the car’s communication buses (CAN). I’ll use the anti-skid system as an example.
It has seven sensors distributed throughout the vehicle. If I remove one, surely the system will detect that and
give a fault warning. If I have to move one, it 1) better be very close to its original location, and 2) as they are
basically accelerometers, be mounted in the same orientation otherwise the system will fault as soon as the
car moves.
Saturday 5 December: I got another early start, redid some wiring, and created a new wire bundle to go
forward to the bulkhead containing the defroster power wires, the “high” brake light, and the cargo area dome
light. I fully prototyped the left side of the cargo bed rails and accessory storage box, complete with recessed
(flush) ¼”-20 machine screws to assemble the rails. I will have a 64” cargo bed length, which is about what I
thought. I made a rough (not yet ready for prime time) cardboard mockup of the cabin bulkhead just so I could
visualize things better. It is becoming possible that the cargo bed rails don’t have enough clearance from some
hybrid battery mechanical mounting components.
Last week Todd Thompson offered me a deal on a hybrid battery and I didn’t immediately take him up on it as I
was anticipating a long modification down-time. But I do need the hybrid battery main case to check proper
clearances to the sides where the cargo bed support rails are installed, and finally to ascertain what warning
lights have resulted from my various modifications and
removals. I know of one (SRS warning), but there are
likely to be more systems/ECUs that I’ll have to fool into
being happy. I took some pictures to send to my family
and friends (see right) declaring that I was “almost
finished”.
Due to the long mod downtime, I had planned to drain
the (full) gas tank. I have tried several approaches, but
due to all the built-in safely valves, I have been unable to
drain the gasoline. I guess I could disconnect the battery
, run the fuel pump from an external 12V power source,
and route the discharge into plastic gas cans, but I am
weary of messing with fuel systems. The alternative
approach (prior to any welding) would be to make the car
drivable, and thereby use up the gas. So I texted Todd to accept the hybrid battery offer, but unfortunately that
battery had been sold.
Monday 7 December: My 1000 SF garage is out of control, so I spent some time cleaning it up. I also
removed the busted front bumper cover and left front quarter panel to take them to recycling. I temporarily
installed the replacement quarter panel, just to get it off
the garage floor, but want to delay installing the front
bumper cover as right now I have excellent visibility into
the engine area, and will order a splash shield (bottom of
engine) so that I can put the whole thing together at one
time. It will also have to be painted separately with a
“flex” agent paint additive.
Today also I will take the liftgate, window glass, door
panels and a box of removed components to Todd at
TampaHybrids so that will clear out additional garage
space.

As the cargo bed rail system and accessory box (below the cargo bed) are now temporarily installed, I have a
better idea of other issues I need to deal with: With the small Toyota 12 Volt battery installed where it is, not
only would the cargo bed have to be removed for access, but the location of the support rails would make it
difficult, if not impossible to remove. I am thinking about relocating the battery forward for better access, in a
space that would also allow a slightly bigger battery so I can get away from the proprietary “vented” Toyota
battery that costs $180 last time I checked, and allow the use of a regular price automotive battery. I’ would
leave the brake controller module in place and run a (heavier) red positive wire to the new location. I will also
relocate the battery ground lead to a solid ground point in the new location. Rev2 comment: didn’t do that. I
removed the battery as a precaution as I was getting ready to cut the liftgate opening in that area, and found a
multitude of tools down in thebattery compartment recess. Somebody must be having a frustrating day at
some point in this car’s history !
I forgot that in the original car, the hybrid battery cooling fan drew air from the rear of the passenger
compartment, on the right side of the rear passenger back rest. My truck design didn’t modify the air intake,
but I think that will be necessary to keep the battery cool. So I am now planning to run a 4” dryer hose from an
intake grille behind the front passenger seat. And run it below the accessory box to the cooling fan intake, and
from there I will use the original ducting into the battery and exhaust. (Rev2 comment: this didn’t work out, and
the Hybrid Battery cooling turned out to be a major technical issue in this truck modification)
The other minor mystery is the rear windshield washer, which has to be de-activated since all that stuff is
located in the (removed) liftgate. I thought perhaps that there are separate fuses for the two window washer
pumps, but there is just one, if I remove that then the front washer doesn’t work anymore either. I guess the
decision on which pump to run is made in the “Body ECU”. I can hear the pump run somewhere in the bowels
of the “Engine room” as Toyota calls it, I removed and taped up the power connector. at the reservoir pump,
the hose was plugged 11Dec )
I have decided that when I start doing the main cutting of the body rear and roof, I will do so first with about a
2” margin until I get better visibility into what I have to deal with and what I need to mate with any new
structure. Cutting the body sheet metal in the lift gate area has proven to be a cinch with a Sawszall for difficult
areas, and a power snipper for straight sheet metal areas.
T’was a good day. I dropped off old metal and plastic for recycling, then drove to Tampa Hybrids to drop off the
liftgate and many removed parts. I talked to Todd about hybrid batteries, he said he had some coming in. I told
him I was concerned about the battery dimensions mounted in the car possibly interfering with the cargo bed
support structure (actually the other way around), so he loaned me an empty battery case to install in the car to
verify clearances. On my way home I visited the Sears appliance outlet in North St. Petersburg to pick up
some big (refrigerator) cardboard boxes to use for mocking up the cargo bed.

I am making cardboard templates for the sheet metal work that will be required. I wonder if it is possible to
make the whole thing as one assembly for each side, or if I am pressing my luck. (Answer: “Pressing my
Luck”). I’ll have the sheet metal pieces made by Jeff Marton who has a sheet metal shop at 65th Avenue in
north St. Petersburg.
Rev2 comments: Dreaming here !! I actually wound up doing each side in 3 separate sheet metal pieces spot
welded together!

Tuesday morning 8 December early am: This morning I dry-fitted the hybrid battery (case only) and made a
startling discovery: the hybrid cooling fan intake ducting doesn’t fit/won’t work, and interferes grossly with the
planned cargo bed location. That probably happened because all the Prius cars I have seen lately have had
the surrounding battery structure disassembled. Anyway, I need to make some drastic changes in the way
cooling air is supplied to the battery.
As discussed earlier I need to move cabin air to the fan, not ambient air, because in Florida ambient air can get
pretty hot. Therefore I will have to draw air from the cabin, through a grate mounted in the bulkhead. I had
already decided that I would block/seal off a small section of the accessory box to run the cooling air duct
(nominally a household dryer vent). But the cooling setup is sort of convoluted. Suck air from the rear
passenger backrest vent to the blower
in the back of the car, then forward
again to the battery air intake. I have
decided therefore to shorten the path of
the air and mount the cooling air fan inline, also in the accessory box, and
from there straight back to the battery
air intake. This will solve my
interference problem. The exhaust
ducting will work just fine.
Rev2: Please note the sequel to this
article. The location of the Hybrid
Battery just under the black cargo bed
and controlling its temperature has
turned out to be the largest technical
problem in this modification.
Wednesday 9 December: I have
found a way to get cooling air to the
hybrid battery through the very narrow
area I have to work with. The discharge
area of the centrifugal fan is square,
1.5” x 3”. The discharge duct where it
plugs into the battery is flat, rectangular and approximately 1.25” x 9”. In between it has to go through all sorts
if contortions. I’ll get thin walled plastic tubing, and cram six (6) of them in the fan discharge nozzle. Then
route those tubes through the trouble area, and line them up flat into the original cooling intake duct which I
have cut (see picture in a later section). Once tested for adequacy, I will fill the remaining space between the
tubes (on both ends) with non-expanding foam and that should be it.
It is time to take a quick look at the removed and added items and their effect on weight and CG. At this time
the table (next page) shows a weight gain of 20.5 lbs, but that doesn’t yet take into account cutting away part
of the roof and pillar structure, which will be significant. The table also shows a shift forward of the CG of 0.8
inches. I will include a final issue of the weight and moments table when construction is complete.
Thursday 10 December: This is the routine I seem to be settling in to for days other than when I work for my
charities as a volunteer: I also reserve the noisy work (like running a Sawzall through 1/8” steel angle iron) for
times when my wife is out of the house and my neighbors are most likely not at home.
Early am: This is when I evaluate problems, find solutions and do design. Too early to go into the
garage and do serious work. If I do go downstairs, then I’ll accomplish simple tasks such as measuring.

Moment and weight accounting
Minus (-) means item removed, + means items added
Reference datum (Arbitrary): rear of rear bumper cover
X-Axis

Added:
Weight
Transpose basic car data to new reference datum
2890
1/2" plywood for Accessory box, all screws
2" angle iron 48"
2" angle iron 48"
2" angle iron support @ bulkhead/doors
2" angle iron, longitudinal cargo bed support
Cargo Box
Cooling fan and duct work
Roll bar assembly
Cabin bulkhead with window
rear sheet metal fairings (2)
DC to AC Inverter

Moment
70

18
4
4
5
12
95.55
5
35
15
5
5

Act
Act
Act
est
Act
calc
act
est
est
est
est

58.5
49
68
72
42.5
41
58
72
72
58
60

-20
-30
-4
-1
-50
-18
-7
-5
-48

Est
Est
act
act
act
act
act
act
est

52.5
46.5
58
7
24
64
54
28
30

Inch-pounds
202300
1053
196
272
360
510
3917.55
290
2520
1080
290
300
0

Removed
Rear Seat
2 seatbacks + armrest
2 rear door trim panels
liftgate locking solenoid
Liftgate and struts
2 rear door windows and regulatords
2 rear door locking solenoids, cable, manual pull
Cooling fan and duct work
Rear roof and side sill structure

Totals (lbs):

20.55
CG shift (inches):

-1050
-1395
-232
-7
-1200
-1152
-378
-140
-1440
0
0
0
206094.6
0.8

Morning: OK to do serious work, including drilling, grinding, sawing etc.
Mid day: A good time to take a break from action and step out for some errands. Get materials at
Home Depot or Lowe’s, visit a sheet metal or welding shop, and do other errands that are not project
related.
Afternoon: more work on the vehicle.
Late afternoon: switch to documenting progress and problems. Do light tasks. Strict rule: no power
tool operation (other than a portable drill) after happy hour. Determine and document tasks to be
accomplished next day.

So, this being early in the morning (6:06 am on 10 December) I am giving some thought about electrical
system alterations/additions and things I need to build in to the modification, mostly contained in a panel
mounted on the bulkhead between the two seats:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(Maybe) A green indicator LED indicating the hybrid battery cooling fan is running
A regular always hot 12 Volt outlet, and one that is powered in the accessory (ACC) mode.
A switch for controlling the 12 Volt cargo light
A switch for turning on the AC inverter
A 115 Volt AC outlet with a switch to turn on the (small) inverter
LED Indicator light that the inverter is “on”
Maybe a moisture detection system with one or more 12 Volt moisture detectors mounted on the
vehicle floor in the hybrid battery area (Red LED). This is a byproduct of putting a truck bed on a
passenger car frame.

I need to know these things now, as I need to prepare and shield the necessary wiring before the rear doors
get bolted/welded shut. The AC inverter would be mounted in the same compartment where the battery cooling
fan will now be located. It will probably be a commercial unit with the outlet and switch removed and relocated
to the bulkhead. (this approach was changed)

Ohms
WG
Conductor Conductor per 1000
gauge
ft.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

0.1443
0.1285
0.1144
0.1019
0.0907
0.0808
0.072
0.0641
0.0571
0.0508
0.0453
0.0403
0.0359
0.032
0.0285
0.0254
0.0226
0.0201
0.0179
0.0159

3.66522
3.2639
2.90576
2.58826
2.30378
2.05232
1.8288
1.62814
1.45034
1.29032
1.15062
1.02362
0.91186
0.8128
0.7239
0.64516
0.57404
0.51054
0.45466
0.40386

0.4982
0.6282
0.7921
0.9989
1.26
1.588
2.003
2.525
3.184
4.016
5.064
6.385
8.051
10.15
12.8
16.14
20.36
25.67
32.37
40.81

Maximum
amps for
chassis
wiring
89
73
64
55
47
41
35
32
28
22
19
16
14
11
9
7
4.7
3.5
2.7
2.2

That’s me, always complicating things. I am an
engineer and as they say: “If it is not broken it
doesn’t have enough features yet”. Today I will
complete the cargo bed support structure and
temporarily load the cargo bed floor onto it
checking for fit. I will be constructing two new
wire bundles running along the floor at each side
of the vehicle. I’ll use the chart shown at left to
determine minimum wire sizes.
For the record, these are the components I will
Ocoee (Florida) over the Christmas holidays:

From Salvage yard:
1. Rear window, hopefully with defroster. Max
size 4x” wide x xx”
2. “High” stop light, if possible in combination
with a cargo area light
3. License plate holder with lights

Friday 11 December (my 75th Birthday):

Today a trip to Radio Shack for some wiring of
different sizes and colors and some Molex
connectors. It was a wonderful, uninterrupted
day of playing with this project, I am now working some electrical modifications as it is easier to do that now
instead of later. Thinking ahead – “go figure”. As I mentioned before, there are some electrical wire re-routes
and some new stuff that result in mods/additions to the body wire conduits on both the right and the left side of
the vehicle. Please remember that some/most of all this is future, like the inverter. But I need to think of them
now because after the back doors get welded shut, it will get a lot harder to do that.

Saturday 12 December: Another full day. Early in the morning I designed the cargo bed floor which will have
two hatches. One will be hinged. Here is the way the hatches and cargo floor will be made:
I made lots of progress today. Yesterday I primed the bed liner angle iron components, today I made final
modifications to the accessory box, assembled the whole thing and final bolted it all together inside the
vehicle. It seems pretty solid. It took some forcing here and there and clamping so I hope it doesn’t have to
come out in the future because I forgot something. Then I made the preliminary cuts across the roof sheet
metal and along both rear fenders. I’m waiting for my daughter and grandchildren to come back from a sporting
event in Bradenton FL so that we can make the final small cuts and remove that chunk of metal with some
assistance/support, Since I am compromising the structural integrity of the unibody construction, I have placed
blocking under both sides of the car as a precaution to see if it will try to sag/buckle, Of course, there will be
new support in the form of welded rear passenger doors and a rearward support from the roll bar. Everything
has been removed from the rear doors as they will now become part of the main body. I removed the AM
antenna by just cutting the 2 wires and lifting it out. There is a complete circuit board (albeit small) in the base
of the antenna. I will probably replace it later with a
sharkfin antenna.
And they came back from Bradenton and they supported
this 45 pound chunk of metal and I made the final sawzall
cuts and out it came. Tadaaa!. With the two quarter
windows I had to bust out and the additional trimming I
need to do I will upgrade that to 48 lbs for the table of
weights and moments. No, the car didn’t try to buckle,
but never-the-less it needs additional structural support, a
big part of which will come from the rear doors being
welded to the frame (see further discussion below).

Oh My, what a mess !!!

The next thing I will do, aside from clearing off my
workbench is to mock up the cargo bed – plywood on the
floor, and cardboard on the sides, to better visualize where
upcoming structural and cosmetic changes should do.
Ah, the power of mockup, to see for the first time the things
that are about to happen to this humble vehicle in three
dimensions.
Sunday 13 December: This is going to be a clean-up day
and general down day. It is my MIL’s 99th birthday, and at
her request we’re
Plywood and cardboard mock-up
taking her to the
Hard Rock
Casino in Tampa for some slots action. The garage is a mess again
with lots of metal shavings and glass shards where I had to break out
the two rear corner windows..Pity !! I’ll put the plywood blank for the
cargo bed floor in temporarily to preclude debris falling in the hard-toclean areas below, but a lot of it did anyway ( and removing that
debris became a difficult job later on during the process).
Case A
Normal Prius

Front
Door

Rear
Door

Load

Case B

Front
Door

CaseC

With rear pillars
removed and rear
doors not welded

80 lBS
80 lBS
80 lBS
80 lBS
80 lBS

Load Rear doors
welded shut

Front
Door

Load Doors welded and

Case D

support structure
in place

Front
Door

Tuesday 15
December: After
haphazardly
mocking up what
the sheet metal
would look like on
one side, I
realized that I am
in over my head
with respect to some of the structural metal work that needs
to be done. Specifically, my assumptions on the construction
of the “roll bar” were over-simplified. The outer edges of the
roof line is actually a very complicated, irregular looking
extruded metal piece to give it strength (see above picture) ,
and I think I will have problems dealing with that. I’ll
probably have that done at a metal bending/welding shop.
See the close-up picture (above right) of the extruded beam
structure.
This is not trivial, because of the structural integrity
requirements of the vehicle. Referring the “stick figure” at
left, Case A shows how a unibody structure provides
structural support without any major base supports. Case B
shows how by cutting away the hatch back and corner pillars
and assuming the back doors open or not secured to the
main body, I have significantly weakened the unibody
structure (I knew that in advance). Placing a heavy load just
behind the driver’s seat could conceivably cause the car to
buckle. Welding the rear doors shut and thereby making

them a part of the support structure (Case C) will do a lot to strengthen the structure, but I will feel a whole lot
better if the roll bar structure would be added for the additional support that I had planned (Case D).
Therefore I have revised my general plan of attack, and I think for the better.
First I will direct my attention to making the car drivable and somewhat presentable again, there are
about ten (10) items that need to be done, including installing a Hybrid Battery (HB), checking that
everything still works OK, and dealing with the results of removing and altering some of the wiring (the
SRS system for one).
Second, I will install the metal support members and hold them in place by bolts and sheet metal
screws, including the precise placement of the support members, and then drive it to an automotive
welding shop(Lizotte’s) and explain to them verbally and in writing precisely what I want done, and
then have them do it.
Third: in the mean-time I will continue work on the cargo bed structure, as I do not need the car for
that.
Fourth: When it returns, I will mock up the sheet metal covers and shrouds in poster paper (cardboard
doesn’t really work too well) and make a determination on whether or not that is within my capability. .I
will make a series of patterns for the components.
Wednesday 16 December: I proceeded along the new guidelines. I installed the left front quadrant and the
front bumper cover. Not everything fits and aligns as I would like it to right now, but that will come later. I
ordered a new part that connects the bumper cover to the body on the right (passenger) side of the car. I also
started to model the support structure on the left side of the car so that it will be easier to visualize when I go to
a welding shop to have it done.
Thursday 17 December: T’was another busy but productive day, mostly and pleasantly interrupted by getting
our 2015 Christmas letters out. On my list for today and Friday is a mixture of mechanical and electrical tasks
consistent with the revised approach I described above. I modeled (mocked-up) in wood the support structure
I want to install so it will be more visible and understandable when I go to a welding shop to have it done. That
sounds simple, but it isn’t. I also “final” cut the roof skin at the appropriate location, leaving a 1” lip for
experimentation and error margin and then cut the headliner accordingly. These power metal snippers are
great. It resulted in a 6” strip of additional excess roof metal material which I can used to experiment on for
bending, soldering, brazing or MIG welding.. It looks like the roof skin metal will be easy to work with, and I am
experimenting with the 6” section I cut away earlier today.
I also did a fair amount of electrical work ranging from trivial (re-soldering speaker wires) to important.
Remember that in the original Prius configuration the rear window defroster was, well, in the rear (hatchback)
and now it will be located in the bulkhead immediately behind the driver’s seat. I thought it was sort of
obnoxious to have all that heavy duty (40 amp) wiring go way to the back of the vehicle and then just bring it
forward again to the bulkhead, so I decided to break out those wires from what Toyota calls the “Floor Wire”
(bundle) on the left side and bring them up the center door pillar. Then I realized that with all the future welding
shut of the rear doors, the existing floor wire bundles (located under the plastic door sills on both sides of the
car) were in danger of being heat damaged, and no longer accessible once the rear doors were actually
welded shut. Therefore I decided that on both sides of the car I would move the “floor wire” bundle to the level
of the cargo bed support structure, so that no matter what, they would be accessible in the future, and also not
get burned up/fused in the welding process.
Then it was time to clean up the garage again. If you know you have four rolls of electrical tape involved in
the project and you can’t find a single one, that’s a good sign that it is time to clean up and re-organize.

Friday 18 December: I worked all day on
the cabin bulkhead. Fitting and contouring
that piece of ½” plywood was a repetitive,
boring, frustrating, and yet very important
task, but I “got er done” . It illustrated that
the entire job is not flawlessly symmetrical
but probably close enough, certainly not
visible to the “naked” eye. I am not sure at
this point if the plywood structure will be
part of the final structure, but for the time
being it is a great “crutch”. Once aligned
and leveled vertically, it gave me very
detailed information on how to proceed
from there.
Anyway, it all fits now and looks
reasonably good. This gives me a pause to
see where I am and where I need to go. I
cut a hole in the rear bulkhead, smaller than any window I expect to put there, but it is a start and also
necessary for visibility when I drive the car to the welding shop in early January I guess. Sitting in the driver
seat, even that small window provides complete rear mirror visibility.
Saturday 19 December: Another productive day, checking off the tasks. I actually think I have completed the
needed wiring changes today, after I ran lighting wires and a new ground out to the rear bumper cover for a
lighted license plate holder. I broke out all the wires from the left “body wire” bundle that needed to go to the
bulkhead, including the defroster wires, the “high” brake light, and the cargo light. I also completed the final
supports and adjustment to the cargo bed support rails, so that is now done! I am continuing to model the roll
bar support members better in wood, so I can
more easily explain what I want done.
I ordered an inverter from Amazon today, and
hope it will arrive here by Monday, as on
Tuesday we will be leaving for Windermere FL
to spend Christmas with my son’s family. While
there, I think I will design, build, and assemble
the control panel that is to be mounted on the
bulkhead. I know, I am getting a bit ahead of
myself.
Sunday 20 December: Today is a clean-up
day, as we are getting ready to travel to my
son’s house in Windermere on Tuesday for the
Christmas Holidays. Monday is filled with
various errands so there will be no significant
work on the car then, cleaning up is the order
of the day. Early this morning though I decided I needed to make very accurate drawings and a template for
the side sills so I can have them cut and bent at a sheet metal shop, I have decided to keep things simple so
that the sheet metal work will consist of five pieces. Two side sills that run the length of the truckbed to almost
the leading edge of the rear doors. Two fairings, which wrap around the top front-to-bottom rear support post

and also give the design a somewhat sleek look. And a single piece for the rear of the bulkhead that joins to
the inside of the two fairings, the roof, and contains the rear window.
Since the Prius, like most newer cars, has somewhat of a “rake” to it, it is a
little more difficult to make sure the cargo bed surrounding sheet metal is
level. The car sits on level ground (checked) and my other assumption is
that if I build everything level, then by adding the weight of the hybrid
battery and the finished cargo bed, the rear springs will compress a bit so
that the whole thing tilts backwards slightly, desirable so that the cargo bed
doesn’t collect rainwater. This “levelicity” lends itself to a cool technique. I
have placed a laser on my workbench at the correct height (42” above the
ground) and have adjusted/calibrated it so that it projects a level beam.(up,
down, and from left to right). Then I simply project the laser beam onto the
side of the cargo bed area to get accurate sheet metal cutting
measurements.
24 December: the afternoon was for leisuring with family, and making an
initial sketch of the AC inverter setup and control panel to be located on the
front side of the bulkhead. To be perfectly honest, this is a third or fourth
generation of this circuit, and all of this is probably premature and will
change due to “requirements creep”. Anyway, when the inverter is
switched on (at the control panel) and the Ignition is off, a normally closed relay will open and isolate the
Toyota battery keeping it from accidentally being discharged by the inverter. The additional battery will be
located in the compartment above the hybrid Battery blower, but the Bestek 300 Watt inverter is so nice and
compact that it will be mounted right on the bulkhead control panel, providing two AC outlets, 2 USB outlets,
and its own built-in LED “on” light.
The circuit will
include a small
digital display of
the 12 volt battery
voltage (either
battery via Push to
Test (PTT)
switches. The
logic circuit will
include a small
circuit board with a
CD4011 chip to
provide the
appropriate logic.
Wednesday 30
December: After
a layoff from the
project for the
Christmas
holidays and working at my charities, I’ve started back up again. On Tuesday I formed an allegiance with a
sheet metal shop in North St. Petersburg who will do the sheet metal work. I will just run a tab with them. I
made a detailed pattern of the left cargo bed sill and picked that up on Wednesday. More on that later. After

searching for welding suppliers, I finally found a shop owned by 3 brothers - Lizotte’s Welding on Tyrone Blvd.
They seem to be interested in small jobs and rather casual and adaptable/easy to work with. I picked up some
metal from them to do the roof support (previously called “roll bar”) which I will form and shape and take it to
them to have it welded to the car. I think that relationship will also work out well. I had made a list of some auto
glass providers/cutters but the addresses are funky. One was a storage unit, and the other a ladies salon. I
guess I’ll have to redo my list. I have made a list of “hard to deal with” issues on this mod that I will tackle in a
prioritized fashion.
Mostly these are the structural support and the new sheet metal, and a way to weld the rear doors to the car’s
frame. The other issue is deciding whether to use the rear window from a Volkswagen convertible I picked up
at a salvage yard in Winter Garden during the Christmas visit to Windermere. It is larger than I need and has a
bit (not much) of a curve to it which I need to accommodate in the otherwise flat bulkhead, but it has a
defroster element. You ask why a defroster in Florida ??, First of all, the Prius has a rear window defrost
system, and this morning it was very humid and the rear window in my Ford Ranger truck was and remained
fogged over during most of the morning so I couldn’t see through it.
Thursday 31 December: Good productive day. I prototyped one (left side) of the support structures. It is
made of 1.5” x 1.5” x 3/16” tubular steel, ending on one side in a compound fit to the rear door sill at the car’s
roof, and on the other end (welded) to a 8” x 8” x 1/8” steel plate which in turn will be (initially attached by 4
self-tapping sheet metal screws), welded to the lower inside of the rear door. The basic welding can take place
with the doors open, and then when the rear doors are welded shut, this then will transfer most of the
compression load to these structures on either side of the vehicle. The open doors welding is important,
because doing welding with the doors shut would direct considerable and probably damaging heat to critical
electrical wiring floor wire bundles located there.
I have developed a
simple fix for welding
the doors shut.
Remember that there
is normally a 1/8” or larger gap between a door’s edge and the surrounding door sill structure. You can’t easily
weld across a 1/8” gap, so I have a simple fix consisting of a 1/8” angled plug in ten (10) places on each door
that bridges that gap and can therefore be welded. They are temporarily screwed in place with 6-32 machine
screws.
The next structural issue I worked today was the top
edge of the rear bulkhead. At one time earlier I was
concerned about “roll protection”, but it turns out that
about 4 inches in front of where I cut the roof, there
is a fairly substantial lateral re-enforcement roof
member essentially functioning as a roll bar.
Therefore, the back edge of the car’s roof is largely
an issue of attaching new sheet metal from the
bulkhead to the roof, and providing some curvature
and strength. I decided on ¾” x ¾” x1/16” curved
angle iron. I produced a 3/4” x 3/4” curved steel
member that goes across the roofline. Haven’t final
installed it yet, but I like that solution.
About the initial cargo bed sill: He (Jeff Marton)
followed the pattern I made, and made it of out of 24 gauge galvanized sheet metal which we agreed on. I am
at this point not sure if the one he made will work because I need a way to support it in position, which I had

not thought about. So that is a new structural requirement on both sides of the car. Also my initial template was
off a bit, so my guess is that there needs to be a final version.
Friday 1 January 2016: Happy New Year. Didn’t stay up too late last night, but yet got a late start after
sleeping in, breakfast with champagne, coffee, newspaper puzzles etc. Worked on the “pruck” (sigh!) from 9
am until 2 pm, then got cleaned up for planned New Year’s Day activities. Today I focused on the one
prototype side sill I had made, and how it fit the car. Close, but probably need to have it redone, and then do
the other side (mirror image) as well As mentioned yesterday, there needs to be an additional support running
the length of the car at the top of the truck bed which will serve as an additional support/mounting surface for
the sheet metal side sills. I decided that 4 support brackets on each side would be sufficient. and today I made
the four supports for the left side (that’s the side for which I have the prototype sill). These supports have some
up/down flexibility, but very little lateral (left/right) give. They are different for each of the four points, and in fact
will be different for each side of the car since the car’s internal structure is by no means symmetrical. I really
like the ¾” x ¾” x 1/8” curved angle iron which I am using for these brackets, the end result is strong and looks
very professional once prime painted to the point you want to print a Toyota Part number on them….Naaah.
Tomorrow I will once again deal with the bulkhead, the rear roof junction/curvature, and the “too big but nice”
rear window. I have set aside Sunday to complete the wiring on both sides of the car, including the Inverter
relay wiring as explained on the previous page.
Wednesday 6 January: Steady but slow progress. Just
finished 2 days of (scheduled) volunteer work plus some work
for my other volunteer agency. Nevertheless I have made
progress on the Prius project . I have mechanically mounted,
and then
Bondo’d
the

Volkswagen convertible rear window into the rear
bulkhead. That looks pretty good. I will not yet final install
it in the vehicle pending the heavy duty welding that has to
be done for the support struts on each side, in the
immediate vicinity of the bulkhead. Then I also did some
mundane but yet necessary tasks such as repairing and
re-installing the AM antenna further forward on the roof,
and installing a (properly illuminated) license plate holder
on the rear bumper cover, The AM antenna needs to go in
now as I don’t want to mess with the headliner any more
after the bulkhead is installed, and if I want to drive the car,
then yes, a license plate needs to be first obtained, and
then displayed.
The AM antenna is an interesting study in making snap
judgements. Back when I was making the final cuts on the
roof with 4 people (to be safe) supporting the 50 lbs slab of
steel and sheet metal, when I made the final cuts it wouldn’t move very far because the AM antenna cable(s)
were still attached to the removed roof section. So rather than keeping everyone waiting, I simply cut whatever
was there. This then had to be repaired. There is an antenna pre-amplifier circuit board built into the small

antenna base (4 very small solder connections to a very small circuit board), as well as the coaxial and power
cables in the roof (headliner).
Probably the most urgent thing for me now is to get a Hybrid Battery (HB). For several reasons:
1. I need to verify that the various modifications I have made do not upset the car’s management
computers. I already know of one – the SRS computer, but there are bound to be several more that I
need to resolve. Any problems will be much harder to resolve when access is restricted to wire bundles
when the doors are welded shut.
2. I need to drive the car to Lizotte’s welding and maybe my sheet metal vendor so that they can do some
heavy duty welding in a critical area. At this point, my welding skills are sub-par, so I cannot afford to
tinker with something that is critical to the car’s strength.
So I will proceed with that effort. Todd Thompson
(www.tampabayhybrids.com) has said he doesn’t
have anything appropriate for me now, and internet
searches turn up confusing results due to the fact I
do not have a “core” battery to return. BTW, the
design of the additional battery/inverter circuit and
control panel has changed drastically in the
meantime. (Rev2 comment: This item has
continued to evolve over time even after the car was
finished in mid-May 2016. In engineering terms, this
is called “Requirements Creep”)
Weekend of 9 and 10 January: Got a lot done, but
not much new or exciting. I measured, cut, ground,
beveled etc., the support strut for the right side of
the vehicle. Amazingly, it looks very much like a mirror image of the left side, which is encouraging. This is
basically following up on stuff I have prototyped on the left side and I found was satisfactory. I am also
producing small plugs to be used for welding the rear doors shut. Not exciting, but then when you are finally at
the welding shop it is nice to be prepared.
I find I can get in about 3 to 4 hours of “gritty” work in the mornings, and by that time I get tired of
standing/bending/moving (after all, I am 75!) and being gritty. Grit in this context is the byproduct of drilling,
cutting and grinding metal. So then I go inside (upstairs), clean up a bit, and continue with other more
”civilized” things that need to be done, but are sometimes out of the critical path. Doesn’t matter, they have to
be done at some time. Until of course I am ready for more grit.
I made what I think is an accurate new template for the sheet metal side sills, the ones that cover the wound I
created by cutting the sides of the car away. The original prototype sheet metal product I designed to bridge
that gap (shown in picture above) was sort of OK, off in some dimensions, but I corrected those dimensional
errors and changed my approach to joining the various sheet metal parts. So this revised template will go to
my sheet metal provider, and I’ll just eat the cost of the original.
Weekend 16, 17 January: Have been busy most of the week with other (charity) projects and home issues. I
sent an email to Todd Thompson and he very politely suggested I look elsewhere for my traction battery, he is
short of supply himself. So I am busy doing that, but most businesses dealing in Hybrid Vehicle batteries don’t
really want to talk to anyone who doesn’t have a core (bad battery) to return. After all, that is how they make
their money. But, it can be done (via salvage yards) and it will take time and effort to get one. That’s OK, I

have the time. (but maybe not the patience). In addition, according to Todd a used battery is better than a
rebuilt one.
Friday 22 January: Continued to work on minor aspects of the modification, and intensified my search for a
Hybrid Battery. I’ve got a spreadsheet going listing the various sources, whether remanufactured,
reconditioned, or used, where located, price, shipping costs, is a core return required?, sales tax etc etc. Most
remanufactured batteries will run in the $1200 to $1300 range (no tax). Then I run into an on-line listing from
an automobile salvage yard just south of me in Bradenton, just across the Skyway bridge. I called them and
yes it was still there, a salvaged (used) battery from a (wrecked) 2006 Gen II Prius with 129K miles on it. For $
750, with a $250 core charge. The standard core charge is between $400 and $500. Since I have no core
(that’s been the problem all along anyway), this will be $1000 plus 7% Florida Sales Tax. Got in the car, drove
there starting at 3:10 pm, examined the battery, haggled unsuccessfully, bought it, and drove home (in
dangerously high gusting winds) across the Skyway Bridge, and arrived home at about 4:30. Total elapsed
time 1+20. Time well spent. Very, very happy with what appears to be a good traction battery.
Saturday 23 January: Yeah but, not so fast Kimosabe. I carefully cleaned the battery area, mechanically
installed it, hooked up the three connectors to the battery ECU, hooked up the orange power cables and the
orange fuse/disconnect plug. But I still get all the Hybrid System warning lights, and the start pushbutton
lighting stays amber (Accessory Mode), does not turn green (ignition mode). I had expected some problems
but not this one.
I formulated a quick email message to Todd
Thompson who was helpful as ever, but his
suggested fix didn’t help, although it was
something I didn’t know before. I am afraid that
there maybe something wrong in the HB ECU,
or that I have upset the apple cart by making
some wiring modifications. My suspect is the
brake system – the hybrid system acts as if it
doesn’t recognize me pressing the brake pedal
to get the car into the “Ignition” mode from the
“Accessory” mode. I have disconnected all the
rear door wiring (locks, power windows etc., and
had to make some changes to brake light wiring
and maybe I screwed something up. We’ll see.
This too has a solution, but I just need to find it.
Stimulates the mind (such as it is), but unless
the battery is faulty (30 day warranty), it will be difficult as I’m pretty sure no Toyota dealer would touch this car
after the modifications I have made. On top of all that, my Scangauge II hand terminal says it cannot find any
stored fault codes. I find that hard to believe, as a minimum it should have stored SRS fault codes.
Sunday 24 January: Very early this morning I did some research as to the probable area of the 200 page
wiring system diagram where the trouble would most likely be, and started to prepare some sort of a detailed
troubleshooting sequence. I went downstairs to the garage and tried to start it one more time so that I could
record the exact error/failure indications and …..Vroom!, started right up, this time with only the SRS warning
light on, which I knew ahead of time I would get. Go Figure !!

I drove it around the parking lot to charge up the battery, and since I didn’t see the Tierra Verde cop, (I don’t
have a license plate yet) took it out on the Bayway for a few laps. Even made it do its first “trucky” thing – carry
the big, full, garage trashcan to the dumpster. Then I cleaned the garage floor where it had been parked for
seven weeks, found most of my missing tools,
gave it a bath (carefully), and then backed it in
to the garage. Sort of reminded me of a
hospital patient: Kick him out of bed to walk the
ward for some exercise, and in the meantime
change the sheets.
Then, just before the NFL play-off games, I did
some research on how the SRS computer
keeps tabs on its component’s health.
Apparently it sees the airbag squib as a purely
resistive load, and some articles suggested
that would be about 2 ohms. Since I didn’t
have a 2 ohm resistor lying around, I found
some very thin filament wire in my vast garage
supplies.
I twisted one end to one end of the squib cable, and then hooked an alligator clip patch cord to the other. Then
I just slid the alligator clip closer and closer until…the warning light went out. Take that !!!, you dumb SRS
computer. It’s been a good day for progress, and the first play-off game hasn’t even started yet.
Friday 5 February: Long time no write! I have been busy with work for one of the two charities I work for.
We’re trying to get some abandoned properties from the city of St. Petersburg to convert to Veteran housing.
That means I have to develop graphics and PowerPoint presentation to the City Council, attending meetings,
etc.
Nevertheless, work has been steadily progressing on the Pruck (I have reluctantly relented to this acronym).
All the vehicle’s electrical modifications have been completed and tested, an important milestone before
welding the rear doors shut. This does not include the new electrical features, they have been mostly installed
but not yet tested as the utility battery is not yet installed, I have met with Todd Lizotte, one of three brothers
who own and operate Lizotte Welding here in St. Petersburg. They are into this type of work, and when I
visited them again on Wednesday I noted a golf cart
undergoing a Rolls Royce (or maybe a Bentley)
modification in their facility. That type of stuff is big
in “the Villages” around Leesburg Florida, the
nation’s epicenter for retired “far right” Republicans.
I have previously visited and queried other local
potential welding suppliers but they won’t touch this
because of (vehicle) liability concerns, even though
I offered to sign a liability waiver.
We went over the requirements, and yes, call the
night before, then bring it in first thing in the
morning (if it doesn’t rain of course as the car’s guts
are totally exposed at this point). Once the major
structural welding has been accomplished, then the
next required work can progress fairly rapidly. I have the revised sheet metal patterns for the cargo bed side

sills ready to go, and have the roof transition to rear bulkhead sheet metal junction under control, although not
quite accomplished yet.
So today was a three Band-Aid day, a good progress day doing the preparatory “gritty” grinding and sanding
before the welding event. The most time-consuming task is putting all these little metal plugs in the gap
between the door edges and the body every 3 to 4 inches to facilitate welding the doors shut. At the bottom,
the doors don’t quite align with the body perfectly, but I solved that by just driving in big #14 sheet metal
screws and then tightening them just enough to align everything. After all, I can grind off the heads when it is
all welded, and it all gets Bondo’d anyway after the rear doors cease to be doors.
One thing that took more time and energy
than I had anticipated was the installation of
the Hybrid Battery cooling duct (tubes). As I
explained before, the normal location of the
fan and intake ducting grossly interfered with
the location of the cargo bed, and also the air
intake point had to be changed to draw cabin
air from the more forward cabin point, not at
the right rear seat as originally designed.
There is no area big enough to accommodate
a 4” dryer vent hose, so the new
compromise arrangement relocates the fan,
and includes a set of six (6) plastic tubes
running from the cooling fan to the intake
duct at the top of the Hybrid Battery. Not an
There are six 1” inlets for plastic tubes
ideal solution, but the most feasible. The
exhaust ducting remains unchanged – a
good thing because it houses the battery controller which is an input to the HB ECU which in turn pulses the
fan to maintain temperatures within tolerances. My theory is that if the intake ducting area/efficiency was
reduced somewhat by the plastic tubing approach, the exhaust temperature sensor system will compensate by
just running the fan faster/more frequently.
So I will continue this weekend. After too
much gritty work, I can always digress off the
“critical path” and do work on the truck bed, or
go inside the house and research/protoype the
next obstacles to completion. I estimate that
after the structural welding is complete, I will
need 4 to 6 weeks to “complete” not counting
cosmetic body work and painting.
Oh, BTW, the Pruck now has a legal identity,
as I got her registered and very own license
plate. Good to go until December 2017.
Wednesday 17 February: Well, things are
finally “coming together” (in the most literal
sense). All the prep work for structural welding
is complete, and the car has an appointment at Lizotte’s Welding for this Thursday (tomorrow) 18 February.
The plans for the sheet metal side sills have been revised, drawn up. checked, double checked, and given to
Jeff at Marton Sheet Metal for production. The rear bulkhead is finished with the exception of the interior

upholstery panel, and ready for installation. Once the structural
welding is complete, I can (final) install the bulkhead and then the
side sills after that. Both will require spot welding, which I think I
can do OK now, but if not, I will once return to Lizotte’s and have
them do it rather than mess things up. Once those steps are
complete, the remaining structural work involves the fairings at
each side which consist of sheet metal and a glass quarter window
on each side for side visibility.
The truck bed has been constructed and is nearly ready to have the
X-Line polymer coating applied. I have bought/ordered and
Marking the rear window on
received all the necessary components including heavy duty, high
the bulkhead sheet metal
quality rubber strips to keep moisture out of the compartments,
handles (Skycraft), quarter turn DZUS fasteners for the two
hatches, and stainless steel mounting hardware. So far I have not
given any thought to a tailgate, but I decided I better design the
tailgate and it’s mounting at the truck bed before doing the spray-on
polymer bed liner. One thing necessary at the back end was the
installation of two steel brackets to “enforce” the 4° taper of the truck bed sides, the top of which is about 2
inches wider than the bottom. In the front that is built in, but in the (open) back it tends to even out to “straight”,
and also cause vibration and rattling at highway speeds (yes!!, I have taken it onto the major roads !!).
However that may have been due to flat spots on the cold rear tires since it has been parked in the same spot
for so long The two heavy steel brackets force the
sides to bend out at the top against the supporting
structure.
After that, we will enter the seemingly endless period
of Bondo, sanding, cursing, more Bondo, more
sanding, more cursing, Band-Aids etc. I may just drive
the car to Waldo and do all that at my daughter’s

These power snippers are highly underrated. They make this task very easy

property without disturbing any neighbors, and plenty
of outdoor space for good ventilation. Don’t want to
breathe any Bondo dust.

I ordered chrome letters ¾” high. 2 each L,D,T (light duty truck) for the back (tailgate, if I ever get to that point,
and a P,R,U,C,K, just in case that not so cool acronym “sticks”. We have taken to call it the “Pruck” in daily
conversation. Maybe I’ll use those on the dashboard
or something (inside the glove compartment ?).
Thursday 18 February: Today was a better than
good day, despite no Band-Aids used. At 7:30 this am
I set out in the Pruck for Lizotte’s Welding, some 15
miles from here, in my “Class B” convertible. Nothing
behind the driver except a lot of road noise. There was
also a disconcerting amount of rattling and shaking at
the rear, but I attribute that to no structural support
(yet) for the rear quarter tops, and the cargo bed not
installed. I expected a lot of stares at this naked
automobile but only a few male drivers were curious,
and drove beside me just to check it out. Some took
pictures. All the female drivers blew right past me with
no interest at all. I almost felt cheated.
I explained the welding tasks to Todd (Lizotte??) and also gave him some printed guidance (sequence,
location of major electrical wire bundles etc). I observed him closely as he proceeded about the assigned
tasks, and picked up some valuable techniques on MIG welding, at which I am still not very good but getting
better, and he was gracious in providing “how to” information. They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
so here are some pix taken today, first at Lizotte’s, and then at
home as I grind the weld points flush with the car body .

While driving home, I did have an issue, as the Hybrid warning
light came on along with the ABS (anti-skid brake) caution light. I
continued to drive home and the car drove normally, but the fault
persists, so I need to research that. My Scangauge II does not
give me any trouble codes to look at, only once I got a code
U3D8E which is not recognized in my manual or by the web. It
may be related to the short in the Hybrid Battery cooling fan wires,
causing the fan to not operate and the Hybrid Battery to overheat.
which I can fix easily. Todd Thompson had warned me about that
when I bought the car. One other possibility is failure of the inverter
cooling pump. In any case, I will deal with it. It is all part of my
education in the Prius based Hybrid System.
I did a lot of “bottled up” stuff when I got home. Ground (grinded
??) the weld areas, and did an initial Bondo run at the at the door handle cover plates and the gap between the
(Used to be) rear doors and the car body. I called Jeff @ Marton Sheet Metal to see if the final production side
sills were ready, but had to leave a message. Things are moving quickly now, and I am cautiously optimistic,
which means, based on my 75 years of life experience, that I am obviously overlooking something critical.
Sunday 21 February: Well, lessee… Had another very productive Friday and then a 1 Band-Aid productive
day on Sunday (today) as well. After the car’s doors we welded shut, I did the final joining of the forward cargo
bed rail to the inside of the door frame, A bracket on each side was initially bolted, and then spot-welded in

place at Lizotte’s . This forms another (up/down) support for the cargo bed frame, but more importantly, serves
as the primary forward/aft restraint of the cargo bed support system.
As I had anticipated, having the doors welded shut was
both necessary and gratifying, but also presents a major
PITA, since tools and screws tend to roll around and then
disappear in the abyss forward of the hybrid battery, never
to be seen or retrieved again, A little late, I took to
plugging any avenue into the bottom with towels, and that
has helped. I’ll do some fishing with a flexible magnetic
pickup tool, but I just hope that whatever remains down
there doesn’t rattle while driving. On the other hand, I
made some reasonable sized drainage holes in the
bottom of the Prius at the lowest points in the rear
compartment, so maybe they will gravitate/vibrate towards
them and empty out at the bottom.
The bulkhead is now final installed, awaiting spot welding of bulkhead and roof sheet metal. I am awaiting
delivery of the side sills From Marton so that they can be installed ( screwed on/bolted on the inside, spot
welded to the car’s skin on the outside)
Before installing the side sills, there is some stuff that is easy to do now, but more difficult/awkward after the
side sills are installed. So I decided this was the right time to install the Auxiliary Battery on the passenger side
between the cargo bed and the car’s skin.
But before that installation, I needed to check the electrical stuff below it, which includes the hybrid battery
cooling fan, and the Toyota Battery isolation relay (to isolate the Toyota 12 Volt battery during 12V DC/115V
AC inverter operation (plugging in an AC household /tool device)
The cooling fan works fine when powered from
an independent 12V source, and appears to
deliver sufficient airflow through the Hybrid
Battery (HB) even considering the convoluted
compromise of plastic tubing to get through
difficult passages. However that still doesn’t
resolve the supposition that the wiring between
the battery exhaust air temperature sensor is
working OK. Todd Thompson stated that this
was a known problem when I bought the car. So
I’ll get to that when it becomes a problem. That area will remain accessible.
The electrical functioning of the relay system that isolates the Toyota Battery from the Utility Battery system
was verified via a test procedure, The operation of this relay will be controlled by a panel located on the rear
bulkhead between the two seats, and its functionality has been previously discussed.
After that, I closed up (reversible) the fan/relay compartment with the top cover, which is ½” plywood with 28
Gauge sheet metal bonded to both sides. I designed, built, and primed two special battery hold down brackets
that will hold this battery down.

The new Utility battery is a 12 Volt, Deep
discharge Cycle AGM battery. AGM
stands for Absorbed Glass Mat, Its primary
advantage is that it allows deep depletion
and recharge cycles and doesn’t need any
ventilation. As a safety feature, I can
isolate it by interrupting the ground
connection via a 40 amp toggle switch
mounted in the accessory box. That switch
is visible in the lower left of the picture.
I Bondo’d some more, and then set out to
make 2 more brackets to support the side
sills in the very back. I noticed via my rear
view mirror that the aft sides of the car tend
to vibrate a bit at high speed. Part of that is
due to the fact the cargo bed was not installed, and the tail light are sort of loosely attached via one nut,
awaiting installation of the side rails, but there is also very little support in that area. Therefore I decided to
install one more support bracket at the very back on each side. One done, one to go.
So I have run out of car structure work until I get and install the side sills. I glued the second layer of flooring
into the cargo bed. My approach here was to slightly dilute Versabond wood glue with water, and then rollerbrushed it on both sides. Put the two sides together, aligned them, and then weighed it down via five 5-gallon
buckets filled with water for a solid bond.
Sunday 28 February: I had an interesting weekend
working “Pruck” issues. Yes, unfortunately that
acronym has stuck, and is now used to refer to the
project in daily casual conversation (sigh). Just for fun,
I have bought the necessary letters, although the
acronym “PRUCK” will not be on the outside of the
vehicle, I may attach it to the dashboard. Outside
markings will include the standard Prius, Hybrid
Synergy and Toyota markings along with the title “LDT”
(for Light Duty Truck).
My son Scott came over for the weekend to check progress and make sure that this project was really
happening and not just a hoax, and that I was
doing things right. Scott, being an experienced
electronics engineer and chip architect, was put
to work on two remaining electrical projects,
after I first gave him a VIP tour of the garage
where we discussed the approach, all the
issues, how I solved them, and the ones I was still puzzling over etc. I value his opinions and concern, he is
very pragmatic. I also showed him the ongoing prototypes for latching the truck bed hatches in a watertight
manner and some other stuff. He offered some valuable suggestions.
While visiting him and Leslie for Christmas last year, he and I discussed some circuitry required as a byproduct
of installing a 350 Watt inverter in the car, desirable to prevent the Toyota 12 Volt battery from running down
under certain circumstances. I then decided that this could best be done by a small digital circuit including

CMOS logic chips (4011, 4001) and my goal was for him to design and breadboard the actual circuit. All the
required components were on hand. Pretty fancy and up to date, or so I thought.
But no Sir!, anybody can plainly see that this is a job for an Atmel Attiny 85 microcontroller running a C++
program in EPROM. This tiny microprocessor has 8K internal memory, five software configurable pins, and lots
of other stuff on-board that is representative of a full fledged digital computer about fifteen years ago, but in a
package about ¼” x ¼”. I suspected that must be very expensive, but it turns out it costs just under two
dollars. Therefore the processor is about the same cost as the cost of the CMOS components I was going to
use, except infinitely more capable/flexible, it is probably insulted by the very simple task I am asking it to do..
Go Figure !!!!!!
So he determined the requirements, and set
out to write a 40 line (or thereabouts)
software routine in C, then laid out the circuit
board via some special software he has,
prototyped the circuit on a small breadboard.
It works as advertised, and best of all – no
smoke!!. We could have just soldered the

components on a small Radio Shack board and be done with it,
but since we’re going first class, he will etch (print) it when he
gets home, populate the board, program the processor, and then
send it to me when finished. Wow! Do I need a software
license?? Do I need an Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) when I need a change made in the future ??
The other electrical project involves the combination “high” brake light and cargo light you often find above the
rear window of pickup trucks. We picked one up in a junkyard over Christmas, but the structure is too large and
inefficient/clunky. I have shopped on-line but most all are make/model specific replacements, and whatever
generic stuff is out there looks “add-on” and cheap. So, we (actually I) decided to use the one we picked up in
the junk yard, pitch the plastic body, use the lens only, and mount high intensity LEDs in there as a very
shallow package.

Meanwhile, since most of his work was done in the house rather than in the garage, I decided to “populate” the
Inverter control panel which will be mounted inside the cab, with the necessary components and then wire it.
The basic circuits (except for the relay control board that Scott is working on) remain pretty much the same as
presented earlier, (see page 15) except for the fact that the switches have an internal light when active (on), so
the separate indicator lamp assemblies were eliminated. The above picture shows the inside of the panel
under construction. Note there is a lot of heavy ( 10 AWG) wiring to support the 350 Watt AC inverter, which, at
12 Volts supply voltage, will draw up to 30 amps, plus there are two 12 Volt car receptacles, which are rated at
10 amps. One is always “hot” from the utility battery, the other only in the “Accessory/Ignition on” mode and is
powered by the Toyota 12V auxiliary battery. The panel also contains the switch for the cargo lights, and has a
spare switch and two additional LED indicator lights for inevitable future “Requirements Creep”. As you can tell
by the picture (left) this wiring is not exactly in accordance with wither MIL-Specs or ISO, but I don’t have to
comply, and it works !!
It may seem that I am no longer focusing on the basic “Pruck” construction tasks, but in fact I am stuck at this
point, until Jeff Marton produces the side sills, which I can then install, and move on to the final structural task
on laying out the fairing panels for each side. He’s got a high priority ducting job, so since he doesn’t charge
me all that much, I guess I can afford to be patient. If I become insistent/demanding, then I guess he would
price the next items (fairings) out of sight to be rid of me and I would be stuck with finding another sheet metal
supplier. So I need to step gently.
Today (Sunday 28 February) I worked primarily on
the cargo bed finer details, and I think I can take
that to “Line-X” sometime later this week, or early
next week, minus the tailgate, on which I have
made no progress
The X-Line job requires some thinking when it
comes to the hatches and the truck bed floor, I have
previously outlined that it is critical they are watertight. I estimate the X-Line coating to be 3/64” thick
MOL from measuring my Ford Ranger truck, but I
am sure it may vary. The truck bed will go for
coating, and so will both hatches minus the
fastening hardware and the hatches will be done on
both sides, The approach I take to the hatch latches
must, to the maximum extent possible, be
insensitive to the thickness of the X-Line coat,
which will be a factor three times in the latch areas.
The latches I have chosen are a military style (see picture above), which open with a hex socket. Not to be
confused with the traction battery plug/disconnect cover which will be secured via quarter turn DZUS fasteners
for rapid access. I’ll address those later.
Monday 29 February: I felt adventurous in the
afternoon after being out all morning running errands.
So after my wife went out to an eye doctor appointment
in the afternoon, I moved the car to a less fire-prone
area in the front of the garage and fired up my MIG
welder to join the car roof and the rear bulkhead sheet
metal. I had mixed results but am encouraged overall,
the spot welds are (look) healthy in the areas where the
two skins meet tightly. On the right side, for some
reason (because I had wedged a new foam rubber strip
between the cargo bed and the bulkhead to check for
water tighmess/sealing), the bulkhead has moved
forward ever so slightly and introduced a small gap so

the welds didn’t take. I discontinued working (welding) in that area, but I know how to fix that problem in more
ways than one. I settled on two or three second bursts maximum at low amps and wire speed 3 otherwise I
burn through the thin sheet metal.
Tuesday 1 March 2016: It occurs to me that as of today, I have had the derelict Prius/PRUCK in my garage
for 100 days, given that I drove it from Lutz on the evening of 30 November. She has been very patient, so I
plan to make the whole thing worthwhile for this 4 accident survivor. Progress is steady/good (except for sheet
metal delivery delays).
I have decided to just move ahead with the truck bed production so that I can have it X-Line coated and can
then install it on the vehicle. The mechanical interface between the vehicle and the truck bed is known/well
defined so no surprises are anticipated (famous last words). The benefit of that is that the truck bed will be
finished, water proof, and thus I can install it (temporarily) and tale it places, such as to my daughter’s place in
Waldo, Florida. She has a large property in the country where welding sparks and grinding noises are not a
problem. So therefore, I fine-tuned the hatch fastener scheme. This may seem trivial, but it is absolutely
critical to avoiding leaks/moisture in the bottom of the vehicle.

There are also questions on how strong the truck bed is and how it will perform when loaded. After all, it is
made of plywood. The total thickness of the cargo bed floor is 7/8”consisting of two layers of plywood. One 3/8”
thick, the other ½” thick. In the area of the hatches, there is actually only ¾”, the remaining 1/8” is allocated to
rubber seal material. However, additional strength is provided with lateral steel angle iron in the support frame,

and ½” x ¼” steel runners spaced 4” apart running longitudinally
Friday 4 March: Really smoking now: I went to Marton
sheet metal prepared to have a showdown and get a firm
commitment on delivery, But Jeff looked very surprised
and said the two panels were finished last Tuesday, but
that he had been unable to get a hold of me. So I paid up
and took those home with me. I stopped at Home Depot to
pick up more steel for re-in forcing the cargo bed, and
spent most of the day cutting those ½” wide, 3/16” thick
strips into what seemed a thousand pieces. Then drilling
the mounting holes and countersinking them for flathead
screws. I finally quit after the drill batteries wore down,
and focused on installing the right side sill. The back end
was off, but luckily in the direction of too wide, so I am in
the process of fixing that. I can also now decide on an
approach to the tail light area. Finally, at 4:30 pm, I called
X-Line in Clearwater for a Monday appointment to have
the truckbed coated, but the earliest they can fit me in is
Wednesday morning at 10:00 am. Actually that is fine,
gives me some more leeway for drilling and installing those
strips. But the schedule is close as on Thursday I intend to
drive to Waldo with my Pruck and tools to do a lot of
spotwelding and Bondo work outdoors at my daughters’
mansion on the shore of Lake Alto over the weekend. No
noise restrictions there !
Although I have designed the tailgate, I have not started construction yet. I’ll make that a separate project. But
since the inside of the tailgate also needs X-Line, I have an agreement with them that whenever I finish it, I can
just drop it off and they can do the job in conjunction with another job using the same liner material, and then I
can pick it up when it is ready.
Assuming the side sill installation goes smoothly this weekend, then the only remaining construction item is the
fairing on each side which wraps around the support strut and seals off what remains of the rear door upper
part. These fairings will also include a small quarter window for “blind spot” visibility. Once I get the side sills
installed, I can made an accurate template/drawing of the
fairings for release to Jeff Marton and production.
The rest is all body work (old and new) and the
installation of some electrical assemblies which are in the
works.
Saturday 5 March: More cargo bed strips, drilling,
countersinking, grinding, installing. I trial installed the
right sill to get a handle on the tail light modification.
Remember that in my very first “concept” post, the height
of the cargo bed was determined by the fuel filler door
and the top of the tail lights. About a month ago I cut the
top of the right tail light at the approximate angle/level
that I thought would be necessary. I also had
(erroneously) determined that there was really no

electronics in that area to be cut off. But I was incorrect! !!!!!!!! What appears to be a regular lamp connector
actually goes to a multiple LED circuit. I almost ground right through what appears to be a junction/circuit
board ! (See picture). Fortunately, the brake light still works, but I can’t make it any shorter/lower. So to make
the cargo bed sill totally level will be a compromise by about 1/8”. Other than the tail light and the never ending
metal strips (almost done), I am prototyping the fairings.
Sunday 6 March: Working low level today, but nevertheless working at cleaning up (sanding) the truck bed
and doing some other related stuff. Got up early to glue a thin plexiglass cover on the top of the otherwise
naked right tail light. The whole thing gradually turned into a disaster, Old dirt remained inside due to being in
the garage naked for about two weeks. Then, when I tried to glue the top on, the (instant) glue was too thin,
and ran into the clear lens. On top of that, the joint
(drying for 4 hours) didn’t hold. So I decided to do
better with the second tail light which I cut more
carefully and accurately. Then I placed it in its
proper place and drove to the island hardware store
to try and find the right size metric nuts to mount
them. At one time I had four (4) but I am now down
to 1 as they are fairly small and either roll into some
inaccessible place, or get vacuumed up. They
didn’t have the right size (Metric 5) so I placed the
light back and drove off, forgetting to temporarily
secure it. Sure enough, once I accelerated it slid out
of the cargo bed onto the Bayway asphalt and
cracked the lens. I am not doing well with the tail
lights or their planned modifications.
Tomorrow (Wednesday) I will take the truck in for X-Line application to the cargo bed. I am excited about that
since other than a tail gate, the cargo bed is finished. Some interesting notes about how the cargo bed is
secured to the vehicle. There are three types for a total of 11 junction points, and all of them have a secondary
purpose as follows:






There are two eyebolts that secure the front section of the cargo bed to the bulkhead. In addition, these
2 bolts pull the two parts (Truck bed and bulkhead) tighter together compressing the rubber seal
between them and getting a waterproof junction.
There are two bolts and an eyebolt that tap unto the rearmost angle iron, thereby securing the bed but
also to resist a bowing tendency caused by the two flare “reinforcement” brackets which I have
mentioned before. They maintain the 4 degree taper of the cargo bed sides at the rear..
Then there are six (6) bolts along the sides, three at each side. They also have a dual purpose, In
addition to securing the cargo bed, they also mount the six tie-down rings, which are the original Prius
cargo compartment tie-down rings. These are at a 45 degree angle and are tapped into the angle iron
as shown in the figure. Think of it! You don’t want anybody ratcheting tie down straps to rings that are
secured to the wood only!

I also did all the road-worthiness checks before heading off the Clearwater tomorrow morning, and then to
Waldo on Thursday. I confirmed that I have a leak in the windshield washer reservoir or related tubing, so I’ll
need to fix that later.

Wednesday 9 March: An exciting day for me.
The Pruck merged with the mainstream traffic
on I-275 as well as other major roads. 18 Miles
to the Line-X place in Clearwater. Reactions
were mostly non-existent, except for some cars
that stayed even with me and took pictures with smart-phones. I had a lot of interest when I arrived at Line-X,
and it was almost comical to see this small, steel-reinforced plywood truck bed in the production line among
the 600 HP monster trucks. Yet they took extra care, and when it came out, it looked absolutely great. A little
shiny but as with my Ford Ranger, the surface will dull/turn flat over time. See for yourself in the pix here. So I
am grateful to say that the truck conversion is almost complete.
Tomorrow I’ll load up the “Prius LDT” ( otherwise
irreverently called the “PRUCK”) with materials, supplies,
and tools for a 4 day stay at my daughter Marci’s house in
Waldo, Florida..
Monday 14 March: And so
on Thursday I drove the Pruck
to Waldo. It was a
comfortable, uneventful drive
on a beautiful day other than
the fact that the cardboard
quarter-window mockup which
I had left on the car secured
with duct tape, decided to
blow out with a startling
“Whomp” when I was hitting
75+ MPH on I-75 and thus an
already noisy road trip
became noisier. I stopped by
Tampa Hybrids in Lutz to drop
off some surplus parts and
pick up some other needed
items. There was great interest in the Pruck there. Todd
used the OBDII analyzer and decoded the single persistent fault code P0A84 I get is related to the Hybrid
Cooling Fan control circuit voltage, something that I was already aware of and will fix in the future.

In Waldo I did all the
things I wanted to
do with some
successes, and
some setbacks. I
have previously
mentioned the saga
with the tail lights
where I removed
the top section and
had erroneously
decided that there
were no lights in
there. The top
section is the brake
light consisting of
six LED, each
having its own
reflector, arranged
in a staggered
fashion with three
on the bottom, two
above that, and a
single one on top. I had removed the top one leaving five, but as we proceeded to permanently install the side
sills, the lip from the side sill obstructs some of the second row to the point I’m not sure at this point I have
enough brake light showing, We discussed some options, including putting additional brake lights in the
bumper cover, or on the tail edge of the fairings (yet to be produced and installed). If that is the case, then I
think the brake lights may have to be relay-powered as I now only have a single puny wire going to the top
brake light area where a “high” brake light and cargo lights will be installed.
I say we, as my son Scott decided to drive up
from the Orlando area to help me on Saturday
and Sunday. He brought the finished circuit
board for the new electrical control panel I have
previously discussed. He was instrumental in
sealing the tops of the amputated tail lights with
thin plexiglass, and generally offering helpful
suggestions, He is also the family Bondo expert
dating from his college days when he owned a
white 1979 Ford Mustang that was rusting away
from the inside out, and was incrementally
reconstructed with Bondo.
He and I did some welding and some Bondo
work, On two occasions he did a memorable
dance when a welding spark burned through his
athletic shoe and found his toe.
Working outside on the south shore of wonderful Lake Alto was pleasant and different. The bright sunlight
offered great visibility, but also became a bit too much in the afternoon, So the Pruck became a mobile work

station – we loaded all the tools and stuff in the cargo
bed and drove from shady spot to shady spot on the
large wooded lot as the sun angle changed, For a while,
the cargo bed was removed and turned upside down on
saw horses, It made a wonderful workbench!!, Then, in
early evening, it was time to quit and take a sunset lake
cruise on the boat. It doesn’t get any better than that.
Sunday 20 March: Had a few good days of
uninterrupted work opportunity, but lost some of that. I’m
coming “down the funnel” which means that some jobs
that I have postponed for later, mostly because they’re
not fun or challenging but boring or making a choice
between equally obnoxious solutions, now are still
outstanding. In addition, I’m dealing with some rework issues, some “Requirements Creep” and some lousy
rainy weather which makes it rather humid and not pleasant to work in the garage.
One of the two cargo bed hatches has developed a warp, which I am trying to correct. It is absolutely
necessary for them to latch properly and be water tight. I am working on that. By the way, I grossly missed my
cargo bed weight estimate. Originally “calculated” at 95.5 lbs, the final finished assembly now weighs in at 122
lbs. This is mostly due to the steel reinforcement strips (15 lbs) and the Line-X coating is heavier than I
estimated.
If you remember from last weekend, I raised the possibility of
having to add brake lights to the fairings due to insufficient
existing brake light showing after the sills have been added. I
decided to go ahead and do that and ordered two 15” 10 LED
red strips that fit nicely on the trailing edge of the fairings. I
think they’ll look good and add the needed braking safety.
They are dual intensity (lights on, and brakes on) so now I
need to add the necessary wiring to the bulkhead to
accommodate that. My original fear that I might need to add a
relay to drive the brake lights has dissipated, since the “High”
brake light being assembled in Windermere FL draws just
under 1 amp, and each strip draws 200 milliamps in the brake
mode, so I think I’m OK with the current wiring.

The “High” brake/cargo light has been
designed, built, and stress tested in
Windermere and is being shipped for

Stress testing the “high”
brake and cargo lights.

installation (see picture below). I have developed a “fix” for the flimsy design of the sill area above the tail light
assemblies, and have incorporated that into the second sill to be welded to the car soon. Unfortunately, it is too
late to retrofit the other (right) side so I’ll have to live with that condition and hope it doesn’t cause a problem.
I have invested in a “Mini-VCI”, a PC based Toyota diagnostic program with an OBDII to USB cable interface.
It is a stripped down version of the system they use at Toyota dealerships and therefore a subscription fee to
the Toyota Technical Information System is (thankfully) not required, but it is still very capable. After struggling
a bit to get it to work, It shows diagnostic
Trouble Code (DTC) PA084, which means
That the Hybrid ECU doesn’t like the voltage
level at the Hybrid Battery cooling fan (too
low). I knew that there was a problem in that
circuit so I have had the fan running full blast
when the ignition is on, rather than in its
normal mode where the fan speed is
controlled by the HB ECU based on the
sensed battery cooling air exhaust
temperature. But in the long range I want the
system operating as designed, therefore I
have restored the original configuration. I
have done all the exhaustive testing of the
associated wiring for continuity and shorts,
Very bright Cargo Lights !!
and all check OK. The code has gone away,
but it has before and then returned after some
time at highway speeds. (actually when the hybrid battery reaches 93°F). So we’ll see if it returns. If it does, I
suspect that the HB cooling fan controller is faulty, which is simple and inexpensive to replace. In any case, I
expect to be able to resolve that problem. I do want a trouble-free hybrid system – no “kluges”. Engineers
know this term, but if you don’t, a kluge is a secondary fix to get around a problem, not really fixing it.

Emergency access to the Hybrid
Battery disconnect

Easter Sunday March 27: Well, I took the truck candidate on
a road trip to Windermere Florida this weekend, where we’ll
celebrate Easter weekend with the rest of the extended family
at my son’s house. While enroute there, I stopped by Pat’s
body work shop to have him look at the crushed door sill area
under what was once the left passenger door. He believes he
can use his (10 ton) puller machine to get that area back out
within Bondo range, and that is really all I need since that is
no longer a functioning door. He put me on the calendar for
12 April. It rained very hard while visiting my MIL at the Bon
Secours nursing home and although I had the cab and part of
the truck bed covered with a tarp, I still expected a lot of rain
to hit that area where the “weatherprooficity” is still unknown.
But so far so good – no evidence of water down below.
I wanted to fix/resolve two issues while in Windermere with
Scott’s help, and we pretty much accomplished that, plus
some other minor tasks. We got the “high” brake and cargo
lights working properly after a mysterious problem, but mainly
we troubleshot the pesky Hybrid Cooling fan trouble code,
and now believe that problem is in the fan controller module
itself, as all the other wiring, the relay, and signals from the
HV battery ECU check out OK. I did have the error re-occur
while on the way to Windermere so I used my trusty short

term fix to power the fan motor directly from one of the 12 volt auxiliary outlets. At least the hybrid battery will
be properly cooled that way. I originally had my doubts that the six plastic cooling tubes from the fan to the
battery cooling inlet would deliver sufficient air, but that doubt is now gone, they seem to deliver plenty of air.
The diagnostic trouble code (DTC) really doesn’t affect how the car drives, but is annoying and disconcerting
because of the big red triangle warning light and the fact that it renders the cruise control system inoperative,
inconvenient on a 130 mile interstate trip. (Note: I had cleared the DTCs in Windermere, but the DTC
appeared again on the way from Windermere to home)
I also installed the two quarter-turn DZUS fasteners in the small hatch directly above the main battery
disconnect/fuse. In keeping with the proper color convention for identifying hybrid high voltage components, I
have painted that hatch orange, which looks a bit strange but leaves little doubt as to where the disconnect is
in an emergency. It is super important that it is water tight as it is located directly above the hybrid battery
control electronics.
I’m going into a lower activity mode and am busy cleaning up the garage which has been, and still is pretty
much a disaster area. Taking lots of scrap metal and rubber seals to the Pinellas County Recycling Center.
Good thing that we have a 1,000 SF garage. I am awaiting the delivery of the sheet metal fairings to continue
this effort towards completion.
Monday 29 March: The deal I have with Jeff at
Removing the road chip damage and
Marton Sheet Metal is that he’ll do my stuff “as
corrosion bubbles in the aluminum hood
possible” between other major jobs – mostly
custom ductwork which is his bread-and-butter, - in
return for very reasonable prices. So usually I get
stuck in the construction part because I don’t have
the right sheet metal parts at the needed time. On
the right side of the PRUCK, the side sill has been
welded on and mostly Bondo’d, but I need the
fairing to complete that area. On the left side, the
sill has been placed in position with sheet metal
screws (to be removed after spot welding), but I
don’t want to do any more permanent stuff like
welding pending Pat’s 10 ton hydraulic
pusher/puller to straighten out the area below the
(once) rear door. I can proceed with the interior
upholstery task, as well as small, minor “clean-up”
items that I have ignored/postponed. They all seem to be 30 to 45 minute tasks but they all have to be done.
In addition, I have decided to start the necessary body work (not related to new structure) so I am working from
front to rear, for obvious reasons. I am preparing the hood, front bumper cover, both front quarter panels, and
both front doors for the eventual primer and paint job. That is tedious but never-the-less satisfying work. The
remaining areas will have to wait until structure is completed.
31 March – 6 April: No PRUCK activity since my wife and I are visiting my oldest daughter Lisa and her
husband Dale In McKinney TX. It is also time for completing our 2015 Income Tax return and not be distracted
by the needy vehicle in the garage below, so that is what I intend to do during idle moments here in McKinney,
Texas. While at the departure gate on the way back to Tampa Jeff Marton called to say the left fairing was
ready for pickup.
Sunday 10 April: Worked on Thursday, Friday, Yesterday and some today. Today was a 2 band-aid day. I
am actually getting a lot done, but it is not that obvious or visible. Reason is that I am finishing/correcting little
things that I have previously brushed off, but I need to finish the details now. I am also retrofitting changes. I
have replaced the Hybrid Battery cooling fan exhaust duct with another one from Todd’s Tampahybrids. I have
restored the fan wiring so now it is time to see if the DTC re-appears after being on the road for a while.

I have concentrated on making sure that the cargo bed is as leakproof as
possible, and also that its location in the cargo rails is “repeatable”, so that I
don’t have the problems I have been having problems with the tie-down rings
not wanting the thread into the angle iron below after the truck bed has been
removed and re-installed. All that is now done and secure.
After reading the Toyoya service manual over and over again for various
subjects, it comes to mind that many maintenance procedures call for
disconnecting the 12 Volt battery first. That is usually done by removing the
cable from the negative battery terminal – some other stuff is attached to the
positive terminal. By designing the two access hatches on the rear side of the
cargo bed I thought I had enabled that, but once I tried it it was a blind reach
for the battery terminal, and very difficult to reach. It can of course be done
easily by removing the truckbed first.
A better solution is to incorporate a cut-off switch mounted to the back of the
right rear side access hatch and having it switch the negative battery cable.
Good idea, until I realized that when you switch it on, the big red plastic key is
locked in the keyslot which is not good if you plan to carry cargo now and
then. The solution was to cut the key stem flush and cutting a slot in it so the switch can be turned with a
screwdriver or coin, similar to the DZUS fasteners. That works great, and doubles as a means to immobilize
and secure the car.
So the end is in sight. The left fairing is ready to be installed, so
are the quarter windows for both sides. The windows/quarter
panels are made of 3/8” clear plexiglass I happened to have in the
garage. Plastic, because I may have to heat them up and bend
them slightly to conform to the contour of the vehicle. The panels
themselves are bigger than the actual window portion I will leave
unpainted
(masked off in the
picture), and will
be matte black
when finished.
Right now they
have grey plastic
paint primer on
them. I am using
“nut-serts” to
attach the panels
to the sheet metal.
Tomorrow
(Tuesday) I take
the PRUCK to
Pat’s Body Works
where he will
attempt to pull out the crushed area under the left rear door to
within Bondo range. Once he pulls out the damaged section, I
can spot weld everything in place on the left (driver) side.
Marton will have the right side fairing ready by Wednesday. I
can then install that as well. I plan to use this coming week to
finish the interior upholstery, and running electrical wiring to the
two brake strip lights. After that, the remaining work is all
Bondo, primer, and paint. As we plan to travel to Waldo for the
weekend of 23 April to see my grandson perform in his high
school theater production, I plan to make that a long weekend
and do all or most of the remaining Bondo and primer work

there on their wide open rural property. And then…Tadaaaa, hopefully the Pruck is done. I will speak to Pat
tomorrow about painting the PRUCK, although I am tempted to do it myself, a couple of panels at a time just to
see if I can come up with a presentable paint job. (Pat said he doesn’t like to paint complete vehicles).
Tuesday 12 April: Well, good news, and bad
news. The bad news is that the Hybrid System
fault (DTC) re-occurred today while I was driving
the Pruck back from Pat’s Body Works on the
Interstate. So the theory that the blower motor
controller mounted in the exhaust duct was
faulty was incorrect. I have not have time to
verify that it is the same DTC I have had before,
but I presume so. (Yes, same code: P0A84).
More on that later.
The good news is that my (now friend) Pat
Ranieri was able to pull most of the crushed
body metal (bottom left rear) out, and on top of
that he obliged me with some major body
reconstructive body work on the area just above
that, all of which I had been reluctant to deal with. He appears interested in my project as he parked the
PRUCK on the grass in front of his shop and he had lots of people stop by, talk, ask questions, and take
pictures. So with that damage fixed to within Bondo range, now the PRUCK is good to go to the finish line.
About the Hybrid cooling fan DTC: At this point I don’t know what to do to fix it, as we had previously checked
out all the wiring, and can eliminate the HV Battery ECU as well as the motor controller as the problem has
occurred with different batteries and controllers installed. The HV battery ECU is actually a part of the Battery
case. I will do some more troubleshooting to restore the system but I have a plan to circumvent the problem
and possibly do some good in the process. As this is sent to highly skilled engineers, plz take note and check
out my reasoning and approach.
There is a “Fan Controller Module” riveted
into the Hybrid Battery cooling fan
exhaust duct. In case you are detail
oriented, it is a Denso 49930-2121. It is
widely used in numerous vehicles, mostly
for (variably) controlling the fan speed of
A/C or Heater blower motors.

Toyota’s circuit

This module has 4 connections, 1)
chassis ground, 2 ) B+ (12 Volts), 3) an
output (VM) (motor voltage) which I guess
is a point between ground and B+ that
allows the fan to run at one of six ranges
between full and off, based on a
oscillating input (SI) from the Hybrid Battery ECU to pulse the transistor in the motor controller. The resulting
VM level/signal is also fed back to the Hybrid Battery ECU for monitoring, and I am pretty sure that this is
triggering the fault (DTCs). As I said before, the fault is nothing more than annoying, as it lights up the hybrid
system warning triangle on the dash, and disables some functions such as cruise control, but otherwise the
car/systems work fine. As a prior pilot, I will never be at ease with red lights in the cockpit, or on a car’s dash.
If I can’t solve the problem within normal design bounds which I should be able to, then this is what I propose
to do as my endgame. You guys check this out plz:



 Connect the fan directly between
chassis ground and the Battery Blower
relay (assuming the FTCL1 circuit path is
good, which means it will always run at full
RPM with the ignition switch on). Probably
not a bad idea in the normally hot Florida
weather and the somewhat restricted
cooling airflow through plastic tubes that
resulted from the PRUCK modification. I
measured the fan drawing 3.5 amps at full
12V voltage differential.
 From the Blower relay (+12V), place
a voltage divider and feed some
intermediate voltage (5 to 7?) back to the
ECU VM terminal hoping it is dumb enough to accept that as a valid feedback signal. I can
experiment initially with a variable resistor to find that magic voltage value that works, and then once I
locate the appropriate value, replace that with two permanent resistors. The VM voltage ranges from 2
Volts (maximum RPM to 10 volts (minimum RPM).
Ignore the duty cycle pulse provided from the ECU to the fan controller module. In fact, there will be no
fan controller module. (rev2: None of these solutions worked).

Thursday 14 April: I did some work for one of my charities this
morning, but returned home by about 10:30 am to work on the
PRUCK project. This was a very productive day as I spotwelded all of the sheet metal on the driver side, Bondo’d the
seams and put additional Bondo on the top of the left side sill due
to the fact it is slightly concave (but not anywhere as much as the
passenger side we did about a month ago). Also, although it was
a productive day, no Band-Aids today but that makes sense since
all the jagged metal is by now covered by new sheet metal.
Today I also solved one of my earlier problems/unknowns, - the
junction at the car’s roof on each side where the car’s roof, side
panel, fairing, and bulkhead meet. In my original concept
document, this is the one area where I said I don’t know how to
do that yet, I’ll cross that bridge when I get there, and I have
always assumed this would be a bear to deal with, but it turned
out to be a pussy-cat. Thank heaven for Bondo!!. A little rough
yet, but that will be fine after finish work.. (Rev2 comment: well
no, this continues to be a problem with hairline cracks
developing. The basic welds are OK, but when the vehicle goes
over speed bumps, especially at an angle, the stresses are too
much and causes the hairline Bondo cracks. Still working on that
issue)

Friday 15 April: Today more (finish) Bondo and then, if Marton finishes the other fairing, I’ll install that as well
over the weekend. If not, I will start serious work on the car’s interior upholstery, specifically the two narrow
panels for what is left of the rear doors (about 10”), and after that the whole of the bulkhead. The bulkhead
consists of ½” plywood covered with 26 gauge sheet metal bonded on the outside, and the interior will consist
of ¼” sound/heat insulation, a layer of thick cardboard, covered with headliner material that I bought about two
months ago. I’m looking forward to the effect of the sound insulation, since the car/truck is very noisy at
highway speeds.
Marton did finish the second fairing panel – it fits nicely, so I am gainfully employed installing/welding that over
the weekend, alternating with Bondo work on the left rear and right front. Right now I have all the

items/material/parts I need to finish this job, short of the final paint job, and I am checking out several shops for
that. Pat Ranieri said he was interested in doing that, but he is a perfectionist and a little expensive. On the
other side of the spectrum is MAACO who will give you a paint job for relatively little money, and in between
probably is Roy’s paint shot on 54th Avenue.
Sunday 17 April: Good productive, 3 Band-Aid day. I did some Bondo sanding in the garage yesterday and
the place is a mess, so I am not doing that again. My goal now is to
get the car “buttoned-up” (watertight) for the trip to Waldo next
Thursday, and there I can do all the sanding and prime painting I need
to do in the protected outdoors in preparation for the final paint job. I
spent most of today working on the interior upholstery and
soundproofing, and am about half way done. I actually can’t wait to see
the difference in sound level after applying these panels to the side and
bulkhead,
The insulation consists of a sticky black layer about 1/8” thick covered
by aluminum foil on the outside which I presume is the heat insulation.
The instructions said to wear gloves to prevent being cut by the
aluminum foil but I know such instructions are for sissies – I don’t need
no dam gloves to handle this stuff. Hence the 3 Band-Aid day. It is
surprising how much the final product looks like the last (Tadaaa!)
illustration in the concept section. I couldn’t help but put some matching
spray paint on the driver side fairing and (temporarily) attach the
insignia there, just to get the visual effect. In preparation for next
weekend’s trip to Waldo, I replaced the left rear tire to calm down the
shaking there at highway speeds.

Thursday 28 April: Well, where to start. Took the Pruck to Waldo FL on Friday 21 April, stopping by Todd’s
TampaHybrids place on the way. Then when approaching Ocala, I hit torrential rains that didn’t stop until I was
on US 301 about 20 miles from Waldo, altogether about 30 minutes of driving. When I arrived my first action
was to check for water below the TB, but surprisingly there was some, but very little moisture, nothing to worry
about. That is a big relief !! To my pleasant surprise, the MPG to Waldo was 51.5 MPG
While in Waldo, I spent three days
sanding, Bondoing, and had hoped
that I would get the whole thing under
control but I didn’t. It seems like I
don’t have the knack for Bondo/body
filler finish work. I did improve a lot
of areas, but the end result is well
short of my expectations. I am
however now done with big Bondo
fills, so the rest of the work is little
batches to fill in low spots and
gouges but it still doesn’t look like
what I expected.
One of my options is to take it to a body work/paint place and pay for a “level-of-effort”. Maybe I’ll do that, and
just paint it, and then worry about improvements later.

I’m also still having a battle with the P0A84 or P0A81 diagnostic trouble codes (closely related DTCs) which
report on differences between expected and actual voltages at the HB cooling fan, but that problem starts to
wane when compared to the bigger issue now cropping up with HB battery cooling.
The Hybrid battery lies 2” below the truck bed, which is coated in black Line-X material.. Put the Pruck in a
parking lot for a while in direct Florida summer sunlight after driving it for a while, and that space gets hot. So
although I now have the HB cooling fan hotwired to run at maximum speed at all temperatures when the
ignition is “on”, it has a hard time cooling the battery down after the truck bed has heated up. While in Waldo, I
installed a 12” x 24” very thin aluminum heat shield to the bottom of the TB just above the HB, but I haven’t
seen any positive results from that. So I may have to take additional approaches to HB cooling. It has no
problem keeping the battery at comfortable, normal operating temperatures but once the battery heats up due
to the environment, the fan has a heck of a time cooling it back down once I start driving again.
With respect to the persistent, annoying HB cooling DTCs, at this point I am exploring 3 separate options:








Place a fixed resistor network that provides an “average” VM reference voltage so that maybe the
Hybrid ECU stays happy. (as outlined on a previous page). I tried that with a 6V reference level but the
trouble light came on after driving for a while and the upper battery temp was 109 F. I’m still
experimenting with this but is doesn’t seem to be working. It seems like the bottom battery temperature
runs about 8 to 10 degrees F lower than the upper temps, That makes sense considering the direction
of the cooling airflow. I am monitoring the battery parameters with my ScanGauge II
Develop a thermistor bridge network that supplies appropriate “dummy” VM reference voltage to the
Battery ECU that varies depending on (approximate) sensed battery temperatures and mimicks the real
fan installation.
Research capabilities within the Toyota Techstream application to suppress those DTCs, or reprogram
the Hybrid Battery ECU to eliminate those DTCs.
Contact a local Toyota Prius service Guru to accomplish the same as above.
As a last resort, just live with it. Put sunglasses on the hybrid warning sign - the car will run just fine, but
I’ll miss cruise control !! (Rev2: None of these worked/ were used. The problem was solved later. See
Epilogue)

Other than the body work and the DTCs, the car is performing wonderfully and is looking good, I am still
getting frequent “thumbs ups” while on the highway or while in parking lots. Typically people pass me, then
back off, hang back for a few seconds (driver or passenger taking pictures), and then accelerate again, giving
me the thumbs up signal, It does wander on occasion so I think that, especially after four previous accidents,
I’ll get a 4 wheel alignment .
Friday 29 April: Pruck had an appointment for a 4 wheel alignment. Badly overdue, after 4 previous
accidents. Today and this weekend I’ll work on small area body fixes, and the interior upholstery.
2 May 2016: Upholstery is 75% done. Still working on small areas with Bondo, with little enthusiasm. That
certainly is not my strong suit. I have made an appointment at MAACO for body work and paint to be done
starting on 9 May, lasting 3 to 4 days. It includes 15 hours of level-of-effort body work so that is a load off my
mind – I hated doing the body filler work and am not good at it. So now I can concentrate on the remaining
tasks. It looks like the “PRUCK” will be ready for prime time on….Friday 13 May.
So after evaluating 4 local paint and body places, I decided to go with MAACO in St. Petersburg. Nationwide,
MAACO gets mixed reviews but one of the local St. Petersburg franchises gets fairly good reviews, so that’s
where I went on Monday 2 May to discuss the body work to be done and the type (quality level) of paint
job. The manager estimated that 15 hours Level of Effort (LoE) additional body work was necessary before

the normal prep actions for a paint job. I had assumed that more would be required, but it’s his call. I Made an
appointment for Monday 9 May, and I had the car there just as they opened for business. They had estimated
a total of 4 days.
I went there yesterday (Thursday 12 May) after I dropped my wife off for a nearby medical appointment, and
although the PRUCK was parked indoors as I had requested, they hadn’t even started yet !! I was, (searching
for words here) south of “mildly displeased”, and I communicated that to the manager politely but yet very
clearly (no profane language was used). So basically a whole week has been lost, time during which I could
have done some of the remaining work.
Late this afternoon (Friday 13 May) I called them innocently asking for the status, and they said they had
completed half of the body work today, more scheduled for Saturday, and they had scheduled to “shoot it”
(paint) on Monday, ready for pickup on Tuesday. To their credit, I was invited to come by on Saturday morning
just before closing and check on the progress, which is what I’ll do. Better yet, I have a commitment for
Tuesday morning 17 May pickup.
Saturday 14 May: At MAACO’s invitation I went there to check progress late in the morning. My estimate of
the body work progress was about 1/3rd of what was necessary before painting, but that wasn’t the issue as it
turned out.
When I brought PRUCK in, I had the
Truck Bed removed, and I had
assumed (Read Ass-You-Me’d) that
they would cover/protect/mask the
areas not involved in body work or
painting while doing body work.
Wrong assumption. When I got
there at 10:45 on Saturday morning
to evaluate progress, the rear interior
of the vehicle was covered in 1/16”
of body filler dust, including the
Hybrid Battery. I asked Michael if he

had a vacuum and I would fix that problem and
after that cover the hybrid battery with plastic.
No, they had no vacuum, they would just blow it
away with compressed air……….!!!!!! I was
starting to feel guilty about taking the PRUCK
there, never mind the (at this point unknown)
quality of the paint job !! Worse, this whole
delay has turned out to be a momentum breaker.
I have moved on to other home/house issues
that need attention, and the PRUCK is now on
my back burner.
Friday 20 May: I picked up the Pruck today from
the MAACO paint shop. I was pleasantly

surprised by the quality and color match of the paint job. The actual paint job looks great, and they did very
nice body work in those long areas that once included the rear passenger doors, the badly beat-up rear
fenders, and the flat areas on top which was hard to do, all of which I gave up on. They kinda quit when it
came to the inside of the fairings and the rear bulkhead, and had probably expended their “Level of Effort” at
that point. Probably also since those are somewhat angular and confined areas and cannot be reached by the
million RPM air driven rotary sanders they use. Anyway, I think it is good value for the money I paid, I am not
unhappy, and I’m glad it is back. Certainly the normal Prius “car” areas (hood, roof, fenders, bumper covers
etc. ) look wonderful. Given that this includes a clear coat with hardener for $800, I would consider a (well
rated) MAACO for repainting a car in the future.
Saturday 21 May: So now a few days of putting things together, putting the (cleaned up) truck bed back
on, all the lights, Toyota and Prius emblems, and she’ll be ready for prime time. Barbara and I plan on taking
some pictures around the area of the Skyway Bridge on Sunday afternoon. It would be nice if I could borrow
my DIL Leslie Hartog with her million dollar smile and sweeping “here it is !!!” hand gesture. I also need to take
it on a picture tour of the various people/shops that have worked on it. Other than some minor lingering
electronic issues and top areas of the inside bulkhead upholstery, its done !!!! (Well, a small area of interior
upholstery remains undone).
Several people taking pictures today while driving home !! One guy made a comment that this is a really good
looking car (shiny I guess) without even being aware of the pick-up modification.
Giving this car an imaginary personality/identity, I think I have done her right. After 4 accidents, 2 major
including a roll-over after departing the highway, and collision with a deer, and then 6 months of persistent car
abuse by Mr. Todd Thompson making it sit in the Florida sun and heat with all lights and blinkers on, AC full
blast with windows open as a hybrid Battery test
mule, she’s finally found a unique and hopefully
dignified existence.
Sunday 22 May 2016: I asked Scott and Leslie to
come over so Leslie can do her famous “Vanna
White” hand sweep while taking some pictures.
They arrived about 12:30 and at about 3 we
headed out to Fort DeSoto Park, which is rather
scenic. I wanted some pix with the Skyway Bridge

in the background, and we also took some at the water’s edge overlooking Shell Key in the distance. All but a
few of course have Leslie in the foreground. I’ll post some of the pictures here. Anyway, this is it folks. Aside
from some lingering minor issues I consider it finished. The tailgate is under construction .

Original concept from
November 2015

Final product in May 2016
(not including tail gate)

Epilogue:
Lesson Learned #2: When welding body sheet metal, it is
best to close the car windows to protect interior
components. Stereo speakers don’t sound very good after
they are exposed to welding sparks.
.

In June, my son
gave me new
headlights, for
father’s day
since the old
ones were
pretty well
burned up, and had some interior melting.
The tailgate was completed, painted at MAACO, and Line-X
coated in August, both free of charge as promised.

Battery Cooling Issue: Adequate cooling of the hybrid battery was probably the most difficult issue to
resolve. There were three related issues:






The Toyota cooling schedule makes the battery run too hot. The fan activates in seven
stages,depending on battery temperature, and the fan doesn’t come on high (12 Volts) until the lower
battery temperature reaches 123°F, which is way too hot for my comfort.
The battery is located about 1” below the truck bed, which is black. When the car is parked in a parking
lot on a hot, sunny, Florida summer day, that surface becomes literally too hot to touch, and that heat
radiates to the battery casing.
It is not difficult to have the fan run at 12 Volts all the time. The problem then became that once the fan
circuit activated around 93°F, there would be a disconnect between the actual voltage at the cooling fan
and the voltage expected by the hybrid battery ECU, which would then set a Diagnostic Trouble Code
(DTC) P0A84, which in turn would illuminate the red warning triangle on the instrument cluster.
Another side effect of this DTC is that it would disable the cruise control, but otherwise the car would
run fine
.

Additional cooling air was provided by adding a switch which allows the
fan to run at high speed continuously. In addition, there are two Air
Conditioning outlets under the driver and passenger seats which are
intended to provide air conditioning to the rear seat passengers.
However, there
no longer is a
back seat. So I
routed the air
from these
outlets to the
battery
compartment.
The passenger
side flows into
the fan plenum
where the battery
centrifugal
cooling fan is located. The air from the driver side outlet
vents into the area immediately around the battery casing.
The DTC problem was eliminated by following advice from someone who responded to my request for help on
Priuschat.com. The solution was that when the battery is run at full 12 volts, to fool the motor controller and
Hybrid Battery ECU into
thinking that the controller was
still controlling the fan. This
was done by adding a simple
Resistance/Capacitance( RC)
circuit which places a small
load on the motor controller
even when it is no longer
controlling the fan.

Final Weight and balance data:

Moment and weight accounting
Minus (-) means item removed, + means items added
Reference datum (Arbitrary): rear edge of rear bumper cover
X-Axis

Added:
Weight
Transpose basic car data to new reference datum
2890
1/2" plywood for Accessory box, all screws
2" angle iron 48"
2" angle iron 48"
2" angle iron support @ bulkhead/doors
2" angle iron, longitudinal cargo bed support
Cargo Box (complete w/ all hardware)
Cooling fan and duct work (relocated)
Support strut assembly (revised design)
Cabin bulkhead with sheet metal & window
rear sheet metal fairings (2)
DC to AC Inverter & wiring
Additional truck bed hardware (latches, handles etc)
Bondo (Est 1.5 gallons)
Bulkhead sound and heat insulation
Control panel and inverter

Moment
70

Inch-lbs

Notes
202300 transpose CG reference

18
4
4
5
12
122
5
12.75
29
6
5

Act
Act
Act
est
Act
Act
act
act
act
est
est

58.5
49
68
72
42.5
38
58
72
72
58
60

1053
196
272
360
510
4636
290
918
2088
348
300

11
6
1.5

est
act
est

45
71
72

495
426
108

-20
-30
-4
-2
-50
-18
-7
-5
-49
-6
-3

Est
Est
act
act
act
act
act
act
act
est
ext

52.5
46.5
58
7
24
64
54
28
30
38
24

to rear bumper

final, 18 March
Moment change only
updated 17feb

included in cargo bed
12-Apr

Removed
Rear Seat
2 seatbacks + armrest
2 rear door trim panels
liftgate locking solenoid & motor
Liftgate and struts
2 rear door windows and regulators
2 rear door locking solenoids, cable, manual pull
Cooling fan and duct work (relocated)
Rear roof and side sill structure
HB support brackets
Spare compt trays (2)
Totals (lbs):

47.25
CG shift (inches):

-1050
-1395
-232
-14
-1200
-1152
-378
-140 Moment change only
-1470
-228
-72
0
206969
0.5

